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Optimizing machines and production
processes for the long term
In an interview conducted ahead of the SPS trade show with Open Automation’s editor-in-chief, Ronald Heinze, Managing Director
Hans Beckhoff discusses new products the company has lined up – products that individually or as part of a complete and integrated automation system can play a valuable role in optimizing machines and entire production plants. Particularly in an economic
downturn, products like these present an opportunity for the capital goods industry to make its machines and installations more
competitive. And now is the time to optimize for the longer term.

There are many ways to enhance and optimize production plants and machin-

To meet the important and growing trend toward fanless Industrial PCs as

ery – by incorporating high-end measurement components, machine vision

well as provide a complement to the highly successful C6015 (one of the

technology or linear transport systems for new drive solutions, for instance.

most compact IPCs in automation technology), Beckhoff is introducing the

Given the current sharp sectoral downturn and attendant shift in focus toward

C6025 series, a range of slightly larger but significantly more powerful de-

optimization and new approaches, Hans Beckhoff is upbeat in anticipation
of SPS: “It promises to be an exciting event – first, because customers now

vices. “These compact, elegant and powerful machines based on new Intel®
Core™ i  U processor series are designed to close the gap between Intel

have more time for new projects and, second, because they’re urgently on

Atom®-based units like our C6015 and well-known Core™ i processor devices

the lookout for new ideas and products. There’s demand now for new, more

like our C6030,” the company’s visionary founder explains. “We’re introducing

advanced technologies, and at Beckhoff Automation we have an outstanding

a brand-new performance class designed to fit seamlessly into our C60xx

product lineup to meet it.”

family and target a large number of potential use cases.”

According to figures published by VDMA, the Mechanical Engineering Industry

“We’ll be unveiling our new C7015 edge PC at SPS. This is a fanless device

Association based in Germany, software and automation technology make
up 30 % of mechanical engineering products made in Germany, so the role

with flexible I/O options and full IP65 protection,” Hans Beckhoff is pleased
to report. Built around a dual-core Atom®-based mainboard, the PC has three

played by automation technology as a whole in the optimization of machinery

LAN ports, multiple USB ports and a DisplayPort video interface; it also incor-

and production systems is immense. At SPS, automation specialist Beckhoff is

porates support for wireless connectivity such as Wi-Fi and LTE. When com-

presenting key exhibits spanning the entire company’s portfolio, from Indus-

bined with standard I/O box modules, the edge controller can capture signals

trial PCs, I/O and motion to automation, applications and solutions. “We’re

in the field and process and provision them for IoT applications.

showing new products in every segment,” promises Hans Beckhoff.
IPC highlights: New processors, plus an edge PC
The company is introducing a broad array of product additions, based, for
the most part, on more advanced processors. “We’re putting new, high-performance CPUs in our successful CX20xx series of DIN-rail-mount Embedded
PCs,” Hans Beckhoff explains: “We decided to use AMD Ryzen processors
that combine support for 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems with excellent
real-time performance. This means we can run the many new 64-bit applications yet continue to support existing 32-bit applications and give them a
performance boost in the process. Our customers really appreciate this continuity.” The company is also making the most of performance gains offered
by advanced 9th Gen Intel® Core™ i CPUs such as the Core™ i3, Core™ i5
and Core™ i7. “At SPS we’re presenting the first IPCs equipped with the new
generations of processors, such as our ultra-compact C603x Industrial PC,”
says the managing director. The first units will start shipping the first quarter
of 2020, with several more IPCs, new Panel PCs such as the C6920 and C6930,
and IPCs with ATX boards (including the C6640 and C6650) due to get the new
CPUs over the course of 2020. “To offer users the same familiar flexibility with
our new selection of processors, we’ll also offer systems running Celeron® and

The C60xx series of advanced, flexible-to-install, ultra-compact Industrial PCs now

Pentium® CPUs at the lower end of the performance range,” he adds.

C6025 with Intel® CoreTM i U processor (center).

features three new generations of Intel® processors, including the brand-new fanless

|
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Motion highlights: New strategies and enhanced motor dynamics

The AX8000 multi-axis servo system with built-in safety functions and OCT

Beckhoff is setting new standards in drive technology with XPlanar, the planar

has now also been certified for linear motors. In addition, the AX5000 now

motor-based transport system. “This is a fascinating class of drive technology

has cogging torque compensation, as will the AX8000 shortly. “It’s extreme-

that heralds both radical change and enormous optimization potential in the

ly effective, as we’ve seen in tests with our AM8000 motors on customer

field of machine design,” says physics graduate Hans Beckhoff. He continues:

machines,” the company leader explains. Highlighting the benefits, he adds:

“Our linear XTS transport system has successfully found its way into a large

“We’ve seen cases where contouring errors have been reduced by as much as

number of applications, but XPlanar goes much further, conceptually. It uses

a factor of ten.” This is next-level drive optimization.

free-floating movers that can travel across a surface in two dimensions, it
works without mechanically driven parts, abrasion or mechanical wear, and

I/O highlights: EtherCAT is a global standard

is essentially maintenance-free. The surface across which the movers travel

In the I/O segment, EtherCAT continues its success story: “’Today, nearly all

consists of planar motor tiles that can be laid out as tracks in 2D patterns in

of the world’s automation vendors offer EtherCAT as an interface to their

any shape. The XPlanar system supports overtaking, changes in the materials

devices, and it makes us exceptionally proud to see technology designed by a

flow, track switching, and parking – all with exceptional elegance and ease.”

mid-sized company in Westphalia being accepted and adopted globally,” says
Hans Beckhoff. “After Beckhoff, Omron and scores of other vendors, another

Drive technology can play a key role in optimizing machines, and this year

major player, Bosch Rexroth, has now chosen to use EtherCAT as its system

Beckhoff is exhibiting numerous innovations in this field at its booth for

bus.” This Beckhoff sees as a fine example of the technological prowess of

visitors to see. “We’re showing new, even more dynamic motor variants at

Germany’s Mittelstand: “The EtherCAT standard now ranks as one of the most

SPS,” says Hans Beckhoff. The AM8054, for instance, combines a low moment

– if not the most – widely adopted in the automation arena.” The EtherCAT

of inertia with outstanding torque. The company is also exhibiting a new and

Technology Group (ETG) recently incorporated EtherCAT G and G10 into the

improved safety-certified encoder with 24-bit resolution for its One Cable

standard as system-compliant enhancements. And, as Hans Beckhoff is happy

Technology (OCT) motors. “The certified 24-bit encoder is not just electrically

to report: “Having 1 Gbit/s and 10 Gbit/s moves automation performance up

and mechanically compatible with our prior standard motor encoder, it’s also

into a whole new bracket.”

available at the same price point,” the company manager explains. “It offers
our users better safety functionality, plus much higher resolution.”

XPlanar, the planar motor-based transport system,
paves the way for radical advances and optimizations
in machine design.

PC Control 04 | 2019
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Beckhoff is also supporting initiatives surrounding OPC UA FLC over TSN. “With

program controllers is a web browser.” This new cloud-based offering from the

Stefan Hoppe, the OPC Foundation has as its president a Beckhoff employee

Westphalia-based automation experts targets two specific use-case scenarios:

of many years’ standing,” the company’s MD is pleased to report. Smiling, he

First, it is designed to provide an environment that makes it quick and easy

continues: “That means OPC UA’s European headquarters is in a way also based

to try TwinCAT free of charge using sample applications without installing it.

in East Westphalia.” In Beckhoff’s view, OPC UA and its variants are “a sensible

As Hans Beckhoff is keen to emphasize, “This lets interested users take their

solution for controller-to-controller and controller-to-cloud communication.” He

first steps with TwinCAT simply by logging into the company website; there’s

explains: “When connecting simple peripherals, though, OPC UA FLC over TSN is

no need to put the software on an actual PC.” Second, with the professional

complete overkill; it adds zero value. Fieldbus systems, which have been refined

version, available on a subscription basis, Beckhoff provides virtual machines

over many years and two generations, are the better option.”

that customers can use for any conceivable kind of TwinCAT installation. This
allows them, for instance, to run separate development environments for

Automation highlights: TwinCAT, beating heart of the system

specific machine generations; they can also manage their source code in the

Beckhoff is lifting the wraps on an important innovation in the automation

cloud in a Git-based repository. “The Professional Version is also available on

segment: TwinCAT will now, for the first time, also be available on an oper-

subscription basis,“ Beckhoff adds.

ating system other than Windows. “TwinCAT/BSD runs on FreeBSD, an established, exceptionally robust and advanced open source OS that can trace its

As IoT applications gain greater momentum, user demand is growing for dash-

roots all the way back to the 1980s,” says the managing director. It can also

boards that output instant analytics in a clear and well-organized layout. To

run a large number of Linux programs. However, TwinCAT/BSD is not subject

meet this demand, TwinCAT Analytics now includes a powerful, configurable

to Linux GPL licensing terms. From the company’s perspective, BSD licensing

dashboard as part of its standard feature set. In addition, TwinCAT HMI pro-

allows the automation software to be distributed to vendors and users in

vides functions to enable users to easily configure graphical user interfaces.

the industry’s usual manner because there is no requirement to release the

But, as Hans Beckhoff points out, “There has to be more to dashboards than

software’s source code.

this. Users need detailed information with real value.” In his view, users
must be able to “access deeper levels of data on which they can act,” and

TwinCAT Cloud Engineering is another major trade show highlight. Hans

to address this need, TwinCAT HMI provides an extensive range of drill-down

Beckhoff explains why: “All you need now in order to work with TwinCAT or to

functions.

Managing Director Hans Beckhoff on the current economic situation
“Beckhoff is a business accustomed to continuous growth,” says the managing

Nevertheless, Beckhoff, according to its managing director, is in a solid position:

director. “We’ve had a compound annual growth rate of 16% since 2000.” For

“For many of our customers, we’re a key supplier. As a family business, we take

Beckhoff, though, just as for other enterprises, the economic climate in 2019 has

the long view, and we have sufficient reserves to weather a downcycle.” Focus-

led to stalling growth and even a slight drop in revenue. “I think we’ll end the

ing on the positives, he says: “Times of crisis are also good times for Beckhoff as

year either marginally in the black or red.” However, as Hans Beckhoff points

a business. They’re an opportunity to talk to current and prospective customers

out, “We saw this trend coming. New orders began to level off in mid-August

about new machine concepts and designs.” He continues: “It’s at times like

2018.” Geographically, there are major differences in the company’s sales de-

this that we win new projects, not during the boom years.” Structural changes

velopment: “In Asia, including China, and even more so in the U.S. and Northern

like those underway in the automotive sector, he says, always create chances

Europe, we’re still growing, but in Germany our sales is dropping in double dig-

for innovators. For Hans Beckhoff, the shift from classic combustion engines to

its. It looks like Germany’s classic mechanical engineering sector is struggling,

electric-powered vehicles, for instance, presents plenty of opportunities, partic-

both at home and abroad.” The country’s export-driven engineering industry is

ularly for automation technology vendors, because it opens up space for new

suffering increasingly as a result of mounting seismic pressures in international

assembly systems and innovative ideas.

markets. Demand for complex capital goods from German machine builders has
evidently hit a low, and for Hans Beckhoff, Germany is a barometer gauge for

Hans Beckhoff remains committed to his expansion strategy: “In early April this

the wider global economic climate.

year, we took over ADL Embedded Solutions, a tech company based in Siegen,
Germany, that specializes in device automation.” It has created custom em-

As a result, Beckhoff expects 2020 to be “a subdued year.” He expands: “Based

bedded solutions for use in equipment such as e.g. medical systems and radar

on past experience, it’s fair to say that crises like this typically take between six

traps. Beckhoff is also expanding its sales network. In mid-2019, the company

and 12 months to build, then continue for around 12 months more before a

acquired Tri-TEK Corp. in Seoul, Korea, a distributor with a team of around 20

recovery gradually takes hold over a period of six to 12 months. By this reckon-

people. “We’re immensely proud that our technology has managed to succeed

ing, we’ll be in the middle of the trough next year. But from 2021 there should

in a country with such an affinity for high tech,” says the entrepreneur. “We’re

be a significant upturn again.” This depends, of course, on how the world’s

also starting up a new company of our own in Mexico, with a staff of four

economic conflicts unfold, not least the trade war between the U.S. and China.

initially,” he continues. In addition, Beckhoff Automation now is represented
in Colombia as well.

|
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“TwinCAT Analytics is more than just a tool, it supports users throughout the

strides. As Hans Beckhoff explains, “Our idea originally was to provide auto-

analytics workflow – from data capture and storage to evaluation – and even

mation engineers with the means to incorporate measurement tasks into con-

includes automatic code generation for 24/7 analyses,” says the MD. One of

trol systems” – the advantage being that the measurement equipment could

the new features being unveiled at SPS is the ability to automatically configure

then be synchronized to correlate exactly with machine control programs.

dashboards with an HTML5-based responsive design for TwinCAT HMI. “The

“Being able to take precise measurements on machines as an integral part

dashboards can be viewed on any smartphone or tablet,” he adds.

of the control process produces optimum results,” he says. “It’s now common
practice among our customers to use integrated measurement equipment,

When testing real machines with their actual control software, it can be valu-

and it’s also less costly than using separate external measurement devices.”

able to use a TwinCAT simulator environment to connect TwinCAT to the CAD
solution on which the machines are designed. “There are tools in mechanical

He continues: “We’re also seeing greater take-up of our technology in regular

design that are not just used to produce drawings but to view them in 3D

test and measurement applications,” which now account for 25% of company

as well,” Hans Beckhoff explains. “By connecting these tools with an actual

revenues from high-end measurement equipment. “We’re winning quality

machine control system, mechanical design engineers are now able to see in

customers in the measurement segment, and we aim to reinforce this trend

their CAD software how a TwinCAT program will move the machine or part of

by continuing to focus on dedicated measurement equipment in the future.”

the machine they are working on.” The special feature is, both software packages – the original CAD environment and the original controller – actually

As for innovations in the machine vision sector, Hans Beckhoff notes that

run on the same PC and are directly connected with one another, without the

real-time vision software has been incorporated into TwinCAT successfully.

need for complex additional software. So far this has only been implemented

“We’ll also be launching our own portfolio of machine-vision hardware in

for Autocad Inventor, but the next version will support more CAD tools, such

2020, which will include lighting devices as well as cameras,” he adds. The

as Solidworks, Catia 5 and NX.

integration of the TwinSAFE safety solution marks a logical continuation of
the open, PC-based control philosophy pursued by Beckhoff. “It is now an

High-end measurement equipment from Beckhoff – fast, high-precision

inseparable part of our technology,” Hans Beckhoff remarks. “EtherCAT and

terminals for measurement tasks, combined with EtherCAT as an ultra-fast

TwinSAFE belong together; they form the backbone of our automation archi-

transmission medium, and special evaluation software – is also making great

tecture. We’re thrilled that numerous other vendors have now incorporated

With TwinCAT Cloud Engineering, users can
work with TwinCAT and write control programs
using nothing more than a web browser.

PC Control 04 | 2019
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Fail Safe-over-EtherCAT (otherwise known as Beckhoff TwinSAFE) into their

Verl-based company is supporting the initiative of the Alliance to define and

equipment along with EtherCAT. This is what genuine open control technology

establish an open application infrastructure for cloud technology operators

is all about.” He also highlights another key focus: “Security, too, is integral to

in the capital goods sector. The goal behind this collaboration is to progress

our conception of automation.” He continues: “We added security to Beckhoff

beyond proprietary, stand-alone solutions and deliver the crucial push needed

ADS system communications last year. ADS communication is now encrypted.

to advance digital transformation across European industry. “We’re playing

We’ve kept to our principle of open control technology but the security is

an active part in ensuring that general definitions are established,” says Hans

substantially improved.“

Beckhoff.

Applications in focus: Creating optimum solutions for customers

With its open automation solutions, Beckhoff Automation offers the ideal

PC-based control technology from Beckhoff enables the creation of universal,

toolset for optimizing machinery and production facilites for the longer term,

horizontal-market control solutions – solutions that can also be tailored to

and visitors to the company’s booth at SPS will find plenty to inspire them to

vertical industries by adding market-specific features. For demanding applica-

greater efficiency among all the innovations on show. The upshot, according

tions in the process engineering sector, for instance, Beckhoff offers compo-

to Hans Beckhoff: “Once again, the focus at the SPS ‘tech Olympics’ will be

nents ranging from controllers to I/O equipment designed to connect directly

on the latest technology, and Beckhoff has an excellent lineup.”

to intrinsically safe field devices. “We’re seeing excellent market adoption of
our Ex products – not just our ELX series of EtherCAT Terminals, but our CPX
series of Control Panels and Panel PCs, too,” says Hans Beckhoff. With these
products, users can implement comprehensive solutions with barrier-free system integration through to Ex Zone 0/20. The company leader also announces:
“To be closer to customers in the process engineering industry in our important North American market, we’re opening an office in Houston next year.”
Beckhoff Automation is a founding member of the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance. As an automation specialist and open control technology vendor, the

Engineering 4.0: TwinCAT Analytics One-Click Dashboard eliminates
an entire process step.

Published in Open Automation, issue 06/2019, VDE-Verlag, www.vde-verlag.de

|
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In the XPlanar system, free-floating planar movers levitate over

With three new processor generations being adopted into

planar tiles arranged in an arbitrary layout, providing maximum

the broad range of Industrial PCs from Beckhoff, a new

freedom in product transport, maximum flexibility in positioning

performance leap has become possible. One of the best

as well as optized machine and plant design.

examples is the new energy-efficient and fanless C6025
ultra-compact Industrial PC.

PC Control 04 | 2019
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SPS 2019
The highlights of PC-based automation for ‘Smart Production Solutions‘ – PC-based control is the ideal platform
for the intelligent production systems and concepts as
envisioned by the new subtitle of the SPS trade (26 to 28
November in Nuremberg). Flying motion with XPlanar, for
example, sets new benchmarks in product transport and
TwinCAT Machine Learning seamlessly integrates machine learning capabilities into the overall control system.
Moreover, TwinCAT Analytics supports smart dashboard
generation for individual requirements with just one click.
More information:
www.beckhoff.com/sps

TwinCAT Machine Learning – scalable, open and in real

With the CX7000 Embedded PC, the convenient and

With the technology expansion EtherCAT G, users can switch to

time – provides new opportunities for machine optimi-

powerful world of TwinCAT 3 is now also available for

EtherCAT based on Gbit Ethernet for an enhanced support of

zation, for example in predictive maintenance, process

small controllers, further increasing the high scalability

highly data-intensive applications. A branch concept enables the

control and automated quality control.

of PC-based control technology from Beckhoff.

integration of 100 Mbit/s EtherCAT segments and reduces the
propagation delay times in large networks.

|
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EMO 2019: Beckhoff at the Youth Special Show

Demo rack supports the
qualification for Industrie 4.0
About 117,000 visitors from 150 countries came to the EMO 2019 in Hanover in September. Among them were several thousand
school students who had the opportunity to obtain information about vocational training in the mechanical engineering industry
at the ‘Youth Special Show’ held by the Mechanical Engineering Youth Foundation of German industry associations VDW and
VDMA. As a partner of the foundation, Beckhoff demonstrated how to implement Industrie 4.0 concepts using advanced automation technology with the Smart Factory demo racks at the foundation’s special booth.
Modern automation technology forms the foundation for efficient and

tive. The training activities commenced at the beginning of 2019 and will

transparent production and also for the implementation of smart factories.

continue in 2020.

Beckhoff gave participating school students the opportunity to experience
how a smart factory operates with demonstration exhibits at the booth of

Five of the 25 training days are being held at the Beckhoff site in Verl. The

the foundation. They were developed as part of the education initiative

participants learn the basics of PLC programming, the principles of network-

NRWgoes.digital by the Mechanical Engineering Youth Foundation of VDW

ing between control systems and cloud systems as well as quality, energy

and VDMA. The demonstrators are currently being utilized as part of an

and status monitoring concepts. The knowledge taught is then practically

ongoing education project for vocational school teachers and trainers.

tested on demonstrators developed for the training such as the Smart Factory demo rack from Beckhoff. The training materials and demonstrators

Qualification at EMO and beyond

are intended for future use by vocational training schools and training

NRWgoes.digital aims to enable ambitious trainees in technical mechanical

companies.

engineering vocations to obtain additional qualification in digital production processes. The trainees have the opportunity to discover the entire value
chain of production networks in the smart factory. To enable the trainees
to complete this additional qualification, vocational school teachers and
company trainers first need the necessary knowledge themselves. These
skills are taught over the course of 25 training days as part of the initia-

More information:
www.nachwuchsstiftung-maschinenbau.de
www.nrwgoes.digital

Smart Factory demo rack
Also available independently of the NRWgoes.digital initiative, the Smart
Factory demo rack enables users to try out the diverse functions of an ‘intelligent factory’ using a compact system. This includes processing procedures,
status and energy monitoring, data analyses and process optimization as
well as communication with the cloud or between machines and users.
Furthermore, the installed components also help to teach the basics of
automation technology.
The demo rack replicates a complete fabrication process. This includes transporting a part, unique identification using RFID technology, a monitored
fabrication process as well as a quality assurance process step. Multiple
demo racks can be utilized to create various networking scenarios for
practical experience.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/ds3000
The Smart Factory demo rack helps to teach the skills needed for the diverse functions
of an ‘intelligent factory’ in a compact unit.

PC Control 04 | 2019
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The 30 new apprentices (picture above) and 27 first semester students (picture below) together with Managing Director, Hans Beckhoff (right in each picture)

57 junior staff start their training
and studies with Beckhoff
In August and September 2019, 27 students and 30 apprentices commenced their

industrial clerks. The new first-semester students combine university studies and

professional career at Beckhoff. This brings the current total to 108 apprentices

vocational training in a course of studies with integrated vocational practice. They

and 95 students employed at the company. Beckhoff provides training in eight

can choose from five practice-oriented Bachelor degree courses run in cooperation

professions including IT specialists and electronics technicians for devices and sys-

with the Gütersloh Campus of the University of Applied Sciences Bielefeld. During

tems as well as automation and operations technicians. Beckhoff also continues

the three and a half year course, the students alternate between practical phases

to offer exciting prospects for up-and-coming warehouse logistics specialists and

in the company with theory phases at the University.

Looking back with Beckhoff Trade Show TV
EMO, Hannover
Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/emo

FachPack, Nürnberg
Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/fachpack

Husum Wind, Husum
Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/husumwind

K, Düsseldorf
Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/k

Motek, Stuttgart
Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/motek
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Fig. 1: The One-Click Dashboard of TwinCAT
Analytics saves valuable engineering time.

TwinCAT Analytics makes engineering more efficient with automatically generated dashboard

Engineering 4.0: One-Click Dashboard
eliminates an entire work step
In their quest for new business models, many machine builders and system integrators have identified data to be essential for
their future. Based on the process information generated by machines and systems, they can now implement services in the
areas of operational data collection, predictive maintenance, energy monitoring and technical support. And since these services
are mostly considered add-on business, it is important to provide them very cost-effectively through simplified engineering.
By reducing the up to now highly complex generation of such dashboards to a single click, TwinCAT Analytics makes
Engineering 4.0 possible.
The aim of TwinCAT Analytics is the machine-oriented, centralized analysis of

TLS (Transport Layer Security), must be configured in order to enable communi-

data from one or more simultaneously running machines or systems (Fig. 2).

cation once a machine project has been activated. In addition to being ideal for

This is achieved with optimally coordinated and integrated tools that operate in

high-resolution data, the real-time logger can also be started and stopped with

a consistent workflow ranging from the acquisition of data to its communica-

PLC calls via the control program.

tion, analysis and visualization in an analysis dashboard. The engineering tools
involved combine a high degree of flexibility with easy and intuitive operation.

Data analytics easily incorporated into IoT concepts
An Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure can be easily implemented with

The analytics workflow begins as early as in the engineering process for the

TwinCAT Analytics to ensure that the various applications are decoupled. All MQTT

machine application. As is customary in TwinCAT engineering, all tools are
integrated into Microsoft Visual Studio®, and since the TwinCAT Analytics Log-

clients need to connect only to the message broker and not to each other, and it

ger is already embedded into each TwinCAT project, no external configuration

ple, in the cloud. The outbound client-to-broker connections simplify the IT setup.

doesn't matter whether the message broker is on the local network or, for exam-

tool is required. The logger makes it easy to pick data simply by checking the
appropriate box in order to transfer it to a message broker via MQTT or store it

This is also reflected in the system’s use. For example, a service technician can

locally as a file on the control system. No complex programming is needed. Only

use the TwinCAT Analytics Service Tool to log onto the message broker and

the logger’s options, such as IP address, data compression and authentication of

analyze machine data from anywhere as an MQTT client. Users can access live

Analytics Dashboard

PC Control 04 | 2019
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Fig. 2: TwinCAT Analytics enables the efficient
analysis of data from individual machines as well
as from an entire inventory of machines.

PLC code generation
Dashboard generation
C6030 ultra-compact
Industrial PC

TwinCAT Analytics Service Tool
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MQTT

MQTT

MQTT

Beckhoff controller

Beckhoff controller

Beckhoff controller

TwinCAT Analytics Logger

TwinCAT Analytics Logger

TwinCAT Analytics Logger

CX2000 Embedded PC with TwinCAT 3

CX2000 Embedded PC with TwinCAT 3

CX2000 Embedded PC with TwinCAT 3

data from the machine as well as historical data supplied by the TwinCAT Ana-

cant potential for new business models that can be monetized with a one-time

lytics Storage Provider. For the analysis itself, TwinCAT Analytics provides many

payment or a subscription. In return, customers receive a customized visualiza-

algorithms in the form of modules. These include simple flank counters with and

tion interface, i.e. a dashboard that perfectly meets their specific information

without hysteresis, functions for chronological analysis of machine processes,

needs. In the spirit of Engineering 4.0, it is crucial for this business model that

logical operators, envelope control and productivity diagnostics, as well as a

such a dashboard be implemented as easily and cost-effectively as possible.

wide variety of classifiers and comparators.
To maximize the customer benefit, the goal is to deliver a 24/7 application
The service technician can then use these algorithms in the TwinCAT Analytics
project within Visual Studio® without having to leave the familiar TwinCAT envi-

that runs for the entire life cycle of the machine and analyzes machine data

ronment. Operation is graphical and intuitive. Especially useful is the automatic

the PLC, which is designed exactly for scenarios with a focus on continuity and

TwinCAT Scope configuration, which can be generated by clicking a button.

longevity. The only thing that’s complex in such a scenario is the programming

While the proven charting tool from the TwinCAT world can be individually

of mathematical algorithms, which are often easier to realize in script languages

supplemented, it already contains all important variables of the configured

or in graphical configurators, albeit with a different focus: Instead of analyzing a

analysis. With the link thus created, results from the analysis can be dragged and

stream of live data, they often take the easy way out and look at historical data

dropped into the TwinCAT Scope View tool to easily visualize them and highlight

within the engineering process. But since the end customer does not want to

significant events in the data stream (Fig. 3).

and is often not able to work within an engineering tool, the goal is to combine

non-stop. The best conditions for such a permanent application are provided by

the simplicity of data analysis with the PLC.
Services as a new business model
This is where the engineering process ends for the service technician or the

Workbench reduces engineering complexity

person commissioning the system, who can also access the machine data via the

This combination is delivered by the TwinCAT Analytics Workbench, which

ADS communication protocol, i.e. without using IoT infrastructure. If a machine

supplements the functions of the Service Tool. Like the service technician,

builder or system integrator wants to offer their customers additional services,

the data analyst – who is often the application engineer – uses the Analytics
Configurator in Visual Studio® for data analysis, providing the ability to create

the engineering process enters another phase. This approach also offers signifi-

|
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Fig. 3: During the engineering process with the TwinCAT Service Tool or the Workbench,
analysis results can be visualized in a clear and detailed manner in TwinCAT Scope View.

complex analyses graphically, broken down into various networks that represent

Automatic dashboard generation can take many individual user requirements

machines, machine components and machine tasks. The algorithms can also be

into account (Fig. 4). You can specify header colors and logos or optionally

combined with each other, which further increases complexity.

display a world map on the start page that shows the locations of all machines
being analyzed (Fig. 5). In addition, several languages are available for the con-

The Workbench's key function in reducing complexity is therefore the complete

trols. The application designer can also select from various layouts and themes.

and automatic conversion of the configuration into readable and executable PLC

For example, there are layouts with fixed controls that can be fixed left-aligned

code with the simple click of a button. This includes connectivity options as well

or right-aligned on each dashboard page. That way, the user – whether the

as all network and/or algorithm names. At the same time, a complete HTML-5-

end customer or the machine builder’s service technician – has an overview of

based analysis dashboard – the so-called One-Click Dashboard – is generated

the entire machine status at all times (Fig. 6). Depending on the surrounding

and loaded into the selected Analytics runtime program. When the code and

conditions, the user can even switch between light and dark themes. In addition,

dashboard generation is completed, users receive the corresponding network

the reset methods for the algorithms are linked automatically in the dashboard.

address at which they can access the dashboard via a web browser – without
having to write a single line of code or design any graphics.

Despite its high degree of flexibility, the automatic dashboard generation will
not always be able to meet all needs directly, which is why the system integrates

Automatic dashboard generation saves significant time
Simple dashboard generation saves a substantial amount of time within the

as a rule the complete Analytics PLC project and TwinCAT 3 HMI project in Visual
Studio®. That way, the application engineer can freely modify the generated

engineering process. The functionality is based on TwinCAT 3 HMI and for each

dashboard in the graphical editor and add standard or custom controls. Even

TwinCAT Analytics algorithm offers a separate HMI control that is based on

when the dashboard is customized to a great extent subsequently, this approach

modern web standards and features a modern tile design. The available controls

still saves more than a thousand clicks and thus considerable time and costs

can be selected within the respective algorithm properties with a corresponding

compared to the conventional approach. In addition, individually designed HMI

control preview. Combining multiple algorithms in a single control element is

controls can be integrated into the Analytics workflow and also into the One-

also possible.

Click Dashboard.
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Fig. 4: If you select more than one language in the Analytics Runtime Deploy
Wizard, the system automatically generates a language selection menu.

Fig. 6: Automatically generated dashboards can be based on a broad
selection of layouts and themes.
Fig. 5: To localize the analyzed machines – in this case from Schirmer
Maschinen GmbH – on a optional world map, the Analytics Logger delivers the
corresponding geographical data directly from the machine application in the field.

Conclusion

Published in

Easy, proven and familiar engineering as well as a complete workflow for the

elektro Automation 11/2019,

ad-hoc and/or continuous analysis of machine data are the outstanding attri-

Konradin Mediengruppe,

butes of TwinCAT Analytics. Many automatic functions make the machine build-

www.konradin.de

er's or system integrator's work quick and easy while maintaining the openness
and flexibility of TwinCAT at all times. Everything from the analysis PLC to the
analysis dashboard can be customized as needed. While the end customer is
able to enter the new world of the Internet of Things and service-based business
models, the application designer can operate in the familiar world of TwinCAT
Engineering and make use of its many synergies. There is no way to access new
business models and machine options that are based on data analytics with
greater ease and cost-effectiveness.

Pascal Dresselhaus, Product Manager TwinCAT,
Beckhoff Automation

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/analytics
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TwinCAT 3.1 Build 4024: More efficiency and consistency in the engineering process

New TwinCAT properties
reduce engineering costs and
increase communication stability
Every two years, Beckhoff releases a new build of TwinCAT. Each build contains many new features that make working with TwinCAT even more efficient. The latest build 4024 is no exception.
It again improves efficiency and consistency in the engineering process, which reduces costs.
In addition, it enhances communication stability with Secure ADS. It also integrates the latest
versions of Visual Studio®.

The new Build 4024 of TwinCAT 3.1 replaces the Visual Studio® 2013 shell with

grants programmers 2 and 3 access to it. TwinCAT does this with Git, the pop-

the new advanced and improved Visual Studio® 2017 shell. As a result, the start

ular open-source solution for source code control, and a repository that can be

page of Visual Studio® now contains current information individualized for

installed directly on the controller. As soon as programmer 2 logs in, a window

TwinCAT users that is imported into Visual Studio® via an RSS feed, which can

opens that displays the changes from the source code status on programmer

also be subscribed to separately.

2’s development computer. Programmer 2 can then accept the changes made
by programmer 1 or combine both versions with the familiar TwinCAT Compare

Multi-user access to the PLC

Tool. Programmer 2 sees the differences between the source code versions

Commissioning new systems is becoming more expensive all the time. In

and must decide which one to accept. Another advantage of using Git on the

addition, getting qualified personnel for a major commissioning job is often

controller is that the user can check at all times who made which change. This

difficult. Accordingly, there is a strong desire for improved capabilities to com-

ensures seamless tracking capability during the commissioning process as well

mission even complex systems quickly and easily. However, this is only possible

as during the entire life cycle of the machine.

if you can enable multiple programmers to work simultaneously. With its new
multi-user capability, TwinCAT now offers exactly the right solution for this

Variant management avoids errors

challenge. For this new function Beckhoff employs a principle that is already

If several variants of a machine are to be mapped in software, up to now either a

being used for offline development projects by teams. Naturally, the only way

different source code version had to be used for each variant or a meta software

to develop software offline collaboratively is with a source code control system.

application had to be developed that covers all variants. The specifics of a vari-

The new TwinCAT build features this capability and has implemented it for

ant were then generated via parameterization. Both methods are cumbersome

online operation in a way that requires no additional knowledge.

and error-prone:
–– Different software applications are difficult to maintain. In addition, any

What does this kind of online teamwork on a control application look like? Let’s

bug fixes must be performed in all software variants.

assume that programmer 1 logs onto the controller and makes a change in the

–– Meta software has the disadvantage that more code than necessary is visi-

code while programmers 2 and 3 are also logged in. Since programmers 2 and

ble and the configuration shows the maximum expansion, most of which is

3 don’t have the source code of the change on their programming devices, the

not being used for a particular version, however. Here, too, maintaining the

development system must store programmer 1’s source code in a way that

software is difficult.
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Multi-user access to PLC
Time-synchronized datasets in distributed installations
Secure communication with Secure ADS

TwinCAT users now receive the latest information in a targeted manner via the Visual Studio® start page.
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The optimal solution is to have software that is generated in different variants

The mapping dialog has been improved in such a way that not all node levels

based on simple settings. In classical high-level language programming, condi-

are open. This reduces the scrolling range and makes it easier to create a link,

tional compiling is used for this purpose. A TwinCAT project, however, involves

for example between the PLC and an I/O component, because the respective

not only PLC programming but also variants with different I/O equipment.

devices can now be found more rapidly. An option allows you to switch between

Accordingly, a device may not always be present or it may have different pa-

the old, the new, and an automatically adjusted view. With the “Go To Link”

rameters. The same applies in the area of axis motion control. For these reasons,

variable, users have always been able to jump back and forth between an I/O

the new TwinCAT build has so-called project variants as well as variant groups

device and the process image, but there was no way to jump from the process

for the entire TwinCAT project. That way, variant-specific settings can be made

image to the code. This is now possible with the “Go To Definition” command,

in areas such as I/O or motion configuration. They also make maintaining the

a feature which makes debugging much easier. It also improves program clarity,

software a lot easier, because there is only one program for all machine variants.

because with this functionality the still frequently used lists of global variables

To generate a specific variant, the user only needs to select it, and the correct

can be dispensed with.

program is generated automatically. Versioning and maintaining the software
becomes very easy in this way.

Another advantage is that the program code of function blocks in graphical
languages can now be saved in the binary Base65 format as well, which speeds

Improvements in the PLC area

up the loading and saving of programs with a large proportion of graphical

To develop and test PLC code faster and more effectively, many improvements

languages.

have also been incorporated in the PLC area. Especially in object-oriented proThe use of interfaces is essential in this context. In the past, interface pointers

Online change of C++- or MATLAB®/Simulink® code
Until now, only the PLC programmer was able to modify the control code during

were able to indicate the address, but no pointer de-referencing was executed.

ongoing machine operation. Since many machines or production systems are

With Build 4024, this is now possible and further improves the engineering

stopped rarely or not at all, this is a critical feature. If, however, you use C++ or
MATLAB®/Simulink® to control the machine, up to now you could only modify

gramming, simplifying code maintenance and reusability is a major objective.

capabilities.

this code in connection with a restart of the machine.
In the C++ and C# high-level languages, programming abstract classes with
abstract methods and properties is widespread. This option is now also avail-

Unfortunately, such restarts are not permissible in some applications. Many

able to the PLC programmer, because abstract classes make it easy to generate

processes must not be interrupted, especially in the field of test and inspection

sample function blocks or classes, which can then be filled with code. This ability

machines, while program modifications are frequently needed. To resolve this

brings the PLC programmer another step closer to the capabilities of C++ and
C#. The same applies to exception handling. If there is an exception, the PLC

problem, Beckhoff has implemented in the new TwinCAT build the ability to
replace C++ and MATLAB®/Simulink® code while the machine or system is

programmer wants to respond to it. In case of a division by zero, it may be

running. To do this, the code is given a special version so that one version can

useful to execute a specific routine to bring the machine into a safe state and

be replaced with a new one on the fly without losing any data.

prevent any damage to it.
Time-synchronized datasets in distributed installations
In larger installations with multiple controllers, certain data must often be stored
on a central server so that the aggregated data can be subsequently analyzed.
Unfortunately, the timestamps on the different devices cannot be generated uniformly. If such data is then aggregated for a centralized application like TwinCAT
Scope, the central system has no accurate time reference. Unfortunately, the
system clocks on the individual controllers cannot be simply adjusted to synchronize them, because this would impair the entire application. The only option
that’s left is therefore to use a reference clock and determine its offsets from
the local clocks when timestamps are generated for the data to be aggregated.
But which reference clock should you use? In order to achieve medium accuracy very simply, you can use the (S)NTP service, which is free and installed on
all Beckhoff devices. In distributed installations, this method is sufficient when
all you want to do is compare data. For more accuracy, a process based on IEEE
1588 can be used. This method, which is also called PTP (Precision Time Protocol), can reconcile very different PLCs with great precision, but requires special
The multi-user functionality of TwinCAT simplifies the commissioning of even complex
machines significantly.

hardware such as the EL6688 EtherCAT Terminal. The only way to achieve even

PC Control 04 | 2019

The new variant management
capability of TwinCAT simplifies
the versioning and maintenance
of control software significantly.

more clock precision would be with special cabling, i.e. to use an EtherCAT
cable between the devices. The interface introduced in the new TwinCAT build
for one of these methods allows you to use corrected timestamps for different
data and thus achieve comparable timestamps in aggregated databases.
Secure communication with Secure ADS
The Beckhoff ADS protocol was already introduced with the first version of
TwinCAT and has been essentially unchanged ever since, but frequently enhanced by new features all the same. One such new feature in TwinCAT Build
4024 is the ability to communicate securely via ADS by setting up an encrypted
connection between two parties who then exchange ADS telegrams as usual.
When a new connection is created between two ADS devices, their authentication can be ensured via certificates. All telegrams are automatically encrypted.
Beckhoff has decided to use TLS, the best-known process for authentication and

Dr. Josef Papenfort,

encryption, for this purpose. The programmer does not need to worry about the

Senior Product Manager TwinCAT,

certificates and their management, because TwinCAT handles this automatically

Beckhoff Automation

in the background. The integration into the central communication component,
TwinCAT Router, also enables legacy applications using ADS to use encrypted
connections by reconfiguring them without having to recompile or even rewrite
the application.
New features in safety engineering
In addition to security, safety plays an important role in the TwinCAT system as
well. For this reason, numerous features have been added that make safety-related operations easier. One of the most important of these is the multiple use
of variables. Variables therefore no longer need to be unique but can be declared
and used locally as well as globally across an entire safety project. This makes
safety-related projects much easier and more effective.
In addition, special function blocks that are based on existing and certified
function blocks can be defined and instantiated multiple times. This means
that a functionality for a safety door e.g. needs to be created only once. If an
application has multiple safety doors, the function block can simply be reused in
multiple instances and with different I/O assignments or parameters.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat3
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The C60xx series of advanced, compact and flexible-to-install IPCs,
which now includes the new fanless C6025 Intel® Core™ i device (center),
is available with all three new generations of Intel® processors.

PC Control 04 | 2019
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New processor generations augment the extensive portfolio of Industrial PCs from Beckhoff

Exploiting new advances in IT to provide more
granular scalability in multi-core CPU performance
More than 30 years ago, Beckhoff decided to bank on the innovation potential offered by the PC and the IT world. The
enduring success of the company’s PC-based control technology is testament to just how right that decision was. With three
new generations of Intel® processors, users can continue to benefit from decades of experience in building industry-driven,
technologically sophisticated Industrial PCs with long-term availability as the company unveils new devices designed to
meet the growing trend toward parallel processing on multiple CPU cores.

The success of PC-based control technology from Beckhoff is not just down to
outstanding performance, it is also built on the company’s expertise at turning

clock rate. Beckhoff was quick to embrace multi-core technology, fitting this
type of CPU (including extremely high-performance many-core Intel® Xeon®

IT sector innovations into industry-ready products. This has resulted in Industrial

processors) to a variety of its Industrial PCs. These include the C6670 industrial

PCs that remain available, essentially unchanged, for long periods of time, while

server, unveiled in 2014 and currently available with up to 40 cores, and the

maintaining form-factor and interface compatibility, even as the technology

CX2000 series of Embedded PCs from 2016, which pack as many as 12 cores

continues to evolve. At the same time, meticulous testing and qualification

into a DIN rail-mounted device.

of new processor generations, combined with custom hardware and software
optimizations, ensures that IPCs make the most of their performance potential

Exploiting these parallel cores effectively involves more than just choosing

yet still provide maximum reliability.

the right chipset and adapting the hardware accordingly. The big performance
potential lies in tuning the software that make optimum use of the multi-core

Enhancing CPU performance with parallelization

technology. TwinCAT 3 users, for instance, have benefited from the ability of the

For decades, gains in PC performance have been driven by rising clock speeds.

automation software to support multiple cores for several years now.

However, as current chip technology approaches limits imposed by physics, the
way forward now is through multi-core technology, which puts multiple cores
in a CPU that operate in parallel, rather than running a single core at a higher

|
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With the specially tailored TwinCAT 3 software and the increased granular scalability of its
IPC products, Beckhoff makes the most of advanced multi-core technology. Shown here is
the compact C6030 device with now up to eight processor cores.

The new CX52xx series of Embedded PCs (center) brings the latest generation
of Intel Atom® processors to the portfolio.

PC Control 04 | 2019
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IPCs powered by three new processor generations from Intel®

Five IPC performance classes for even more granular scalability

Intel® recently rolled out three new processor generations suitable for

These new devices further expand the already broad range of Industrial PCs

use in Industrial PCs:

from Beckhoff to offer users a total of five performance classes from which they

–– Intel Atom® X-E39xx processor series with up to four cores

can choose the optimum solution for their individual application requirements.

–– 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i U processor series with up to four cores

Where computing power is less crucial, the ARM-based Embedded and Panel

–– 9th Gen Intel® Core™ i processor series with up to eight cores

PCs are ideal. More powerful yet exceptionally energy-efficient devices with
Intel Atom® CPUs offer the next step up. Filling the performance gap between

Typically for new PC technology, all three generations offer the same essential

these systems and those equipped with powerful Intel® Core™ i processors

advantage: more performance at the old price point. Specifically, Intel has

toward the upper end of the range is the new low-power, ultra-compact C6025

optimized their chip architecture and design to deliver a 10 % to 20 % perfor-

Industrial PC with an Intel® Core™ i U CPU. Next up in terms of speed comes

mance gain over their predecessors, while at the same time adding numerous

a wide selection of Intel® Core™ i devices now fitted with the new 9th Gen

®

new features. The Intel® Core™ i U processors mark a significant step forward

processors. And at the top end are Intel® Xeon®-based systems such as the

in that they consume much less power while still offering the same capabilities

C6670 industrial server and the CX20x2 series of Embedded PCs, designed for

as other Core i processors, making them an excellent choice for IPCs required

applications that need maximum performance.

®

to handle complex control applications yet meet green IT constraints. The key
benefit is, though, that they are ideal for building new models of extremely

The new C6025 equipped with Intel® Core™ i U processor best exemplifies the

compact, fanless IPCs.

advantages to be gained by making smart use of IT advances to serve industry’s
needs: Until now, only devices with mid-range performance were available to

Beckhoff will initially offer the following Industrial PCs with the new processor
generations:

suit the growing trend toward compact, fanless Industrial PCs. With the C65xx
series with Intel® Core™ i CPUs, Beckhoff has been offering a solid option for

–– Intel Atom® X-E39xx processors: CX52xx Embedded PCs, C601x and C69x5
control cabinet PCs, CP670x, CP27xx and CP37xx panel PCs

a relatively large form factor. Here, the ultra-compact C6025 Industrial PC

–– 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i U processors: the new C6025 ultra-compact fanless
Industrial PC with Intel Core™ i performance
®

–– 9th Gen Intel® Core™ i processors: C603x ultra-compact Industrial PCs,

such purposes, but its elaborate fin-based cooling system means that it has
offers an exceptionally compact alternative that combines a power-efficient
Intel® Core™ i U processor with an advanced, fully passive cooling design capable of dissipating the heat generated by the high CPU performance.

C6920 and C6930 control cabinet PCs, and ATX-based C66x0 and 19-inch
rack-mount C52x0 PCs

Published in SPS-Magazin 11/2019, TeDo Verlag, www.tedo-verlag.de

The range of multi-touch Panel PCs such as the CP37xx depicted here has also been expanded to include power-efficient models based on the Intel Atom® X-E39xx processor series.

Roland van Mark, Senior Product Manager

Felix Wildemann, Product Manager

Industrial PCs, Beckhoff Automation

Industrial PCs, Beckhoff Automation

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/ipc
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The CX7000 Embedded PC can be used as a high-performance and cost-effective small controller with the
TwinCAT 3 software generation and can be expanded on
demand by means of Bus Terminal or EtherCAT Terminal I/O.

Interview with Ralf Vienken on the CX7000 Embedded PC as the new
entry-level class with 400 MHz processor and integrated multifunctional I/Os

TwinCAT 3 small controller further
enhances the scalability of PC-based control
The world of TwinCAT 3 is now accessible in the small controller segment too with the CX7000 Embedded PC. But what does
the term small controller mean essentially and why is it needed in practice? This question as well as other special features of the
new small controller from Beckhoff are explained in the following interview with Ralf Vienken, Senior Product Manager Fieldbus
Systems and Embedded PC.
What characterizes an advanced small controller?

What is the ‘inner greatness’ of the CX7000?

Ralf Vienken: To start with, of course, the dimensions are an important factor,

Ralf Vienken: Greatness is actually an apt term here. The CX7000 integrates the

as the reference to ‘small’ suggests. However, most small controllers available

maximum possible memory and CPU performance to optimally deliver on the

on the market are not really that small. In fact, some devices are even relatively

small controller requirements for small dimensions and low price. The techno-

large and take up a lot of space in the application. The CX7000 small controller

logical progression can be seen, for example, by the fact that a 2 KB storage ca-

does its name justice on the other hand. With dimensions of just 49 x 100 x 72 mm,

pacity was once quite a lot. With a main memory of 32 MB, the CX7000 is on an

it is extremely compact and, as far as I understand, also the smallest small

entirely different scale in this respect. A MicroSD card is used as flash memory,

control system currently available on the market due to its extremely compact,

which typically offers a storage capacity of 512 MB and can even be expanded

integrated I/O system.

up to 8 GB. The small controller is therefore so well equipped that the data

PC Control 04 | 2019
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collected can be recorded and stored even over several years. The computing
power offered is likewise more than adequate for the small controller segment.
This is ensured by a 32 bit ARM processor with floating point unit and 400 MHz
clock frequency. This computing power would no doubt have been a source of
amazement in earlier times, for example when compared with the controller
used in the Apollo rocket, which made it to the moon after all.
Apart from these technical features, what makes the CX7000
a special small controller?
Ralf Vienken, Senior Product Manager Fieldbus Systems and Embed-

Ralf Vienken: The CX7000 makes the convenient and high-performance world

ded PC at Beckhoff Automation: “The CX7000 Embedded PC now

of TwinCAT 3 software accessible to the small controller segment for the first

makes the convenient and high-performance world of TwinCAT 3

time. Not only does this software platform allow modules to be programmed

accessible to small controllers, further enhancing the scalability of

and configured efficiently for the CX7000, but it also allows them to be reused

Beckhoff PC-based control technology from the mini-PLC to the

effortlessly in higher-performance computers, including many-core versions

many-core Industrial PC.”

with up to 40 processor cores and terabytes of memory. Added to this are the
advantages offered by the broad range of Beckhoff products. An enormous
variety of EtherCAT and K-bus terminals are therefore available, which allow
more than 2,500 different signals to be recorded and processed. In addition,
via the EtherCAT interface of the CX7000, users can now access an open and

Which other special features characterize the CX7000?

globally recognized standard bus system even with a small controller and use it
to integrate the products of numerous third-party providers. However, even the

Ralf Vienken: The key features include the pre-integrated multifunctional I/Os,

broad Beckhoff portfolio itself offers application potential previously unheard

namely eight digital inputs and four digital outputs. This contributes significantly

of in the area of small controllers.

to the flexibility of use and excellent price/performance ratio. The multifunctional I/Os can be configured for other operating modes via TwinCAT 3, thus

Which product areas are prominent in this context?

enabling implementations such as a fast counter or incremental encoder input,
which can control outputs directly without PLC programming. Digital inputs,

Ralf Vienken: There are many critical factors here. For example, the CX7000 is

which can also be used to record 10V analog signals, as well as PWM outputs

the first small controller that can be operated with TwinSAFE terminals even in

complete the picture of a highly functional controller. Another operating benefit

the basic version and thus enables integrated machine safety solutions. This also

is the zero-maintenance feature. That’s because there are no batteries built into

paves the way for very price-sensitive applications, which were not feasible up

the CX7000, rather an internal, capacitor-buffered real-time clock is used to

to now for cost reasons. The same applies for areas with special requirements

store the time and date for up to 21 days.

regarding explosion protection, for which the EtherCAT ELX terminals are designed. The EtherCAT plug-in modules in the EJ series, which were developed

The interview was conducted by Stefan Ziegler, Editorial Management PR, Beckhoff Automation

specifically for use in large-scale series machines, can likewise be used very
effectively in combination with a CX7000 mounted on the associated signal
distribution board. These modules allow fast, effortless machine wiring using
preassembled cables, all without the need for specialist knowledge. Beckhoff
compact drive technology also offers additional advantages for small controller
applications, in other words drive amplifiers in terminal format for DC, stepper
and servomotors.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/cx7000
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Interview with Frank Schubert on the growing importance
of digitization in the construction industry

Building Information
Modeling is
a global task
Frank Schubert, Marketing & Training Building Automation
at Beckhoff, answers five questions on the topic of “BIM
and Building Automation”, as asked by Ronald Heinze,
editor-in-chief of the trade magazine Building & Automation.
Mr. Schubert, digitization is also becoming an increasingly
important topic in the building sector. What are the advantages of
digitization for the construction industry?
Frank Schubert: Buildings today are very often unique specimens and custom-made products in which the wheel is constantly reinvented for many
different functions. If, for example, a ‘standard ventilation system’ is requested,
you often get the answer that such a thing does not and cannot exist. Even
though some options may differ in detail, we have found in actual practice that
many components of a building automation system can be repeated and easily
standardized. The standardization of reusable functions leads to cost reductions,
reduces maintenance and allows the recurring use of proven and mature software programs over the entire life cycle of a building.
What effect does this have on you as a provider of building
automation solutions?
Frank Schubert: TwinCAT 3 Building Automation from Beckhoff delivers an
integrated solution for building automation based on templates. A template is a
functional unit that can be used to implement individual units or even complete
systems, such as heating systems. The templates are then functionally combined
and configured in TwinCAT. Communication with higher-level control technology
systems is also defined in the template. BACnet for Revision 14 is supported, as
well as OPC UA, Modbus/TCP and cloud protocols like MQTT.
To what extent is the Building Information Model (BIM) already
used in the field of building technology? What data from building
automation are relevant to BIM?
Frank Schubert: The way we see it at the moment is that BIM is currently used
more in the area of technical components, i.e. for facade elements, doors, pipes,
cable routes, but also room control units, switches and sockets. The focus here
is on the geometric characteristics and the location in the building. However, for
the automation of a building, function and interface descriptions as well as such
virtual information as consumption, running times, control parameters, setpoints
and their changes as well as the evaluation of historical trend recordings or error
messages are relevant. But unfortunately, there are not yet any specifications as
to how these can be mapped and modeled in the BIM.
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The Building Information Model
Frank Schubert, Marketing & Training

BIM stands for Building Information Model and describes the

Building Automation: “Using a BIM

processes and methods and the data exchange in the digitiza-

only makes sense when the building

tion of building processes. Similar to Industry 4.0, it can also be

data is available completely with

called Building 4.0. A 3D model of the future building is created

all the systems and functions and it

in the simulation even before the cornerstone is laid or the first

is maintained, kept up to date and

concrete mixed. In actual practice, everyone involved in the

actively used by the operating staff

construction process works with their own software. Architects

over the entire life cycle.”

plan the facade and the interior design, while installers determine the routing of wiring and the position of switches, sockets,
lighting, etc. The simulation is based on a 3D model of the future
building. Building automation is then added at a later stage.
In order to capture and process all the data, a BIM supple-

Can you tell us how the information from the BIM world can be

ments the original 3D model, i.e. the height, width and depth

used to optimize building systems control?

of the building parts and the entire building, by four additional
dimensions:

Frank Schubert: In our opinion, using a BIM only makes sense if the data from

–– Time schedule: A time schedule is used to describe and

energy and function simulation as well as the actual construction implementa-

define exactly how and when all the measures will take

tion of a building are completely available for all systems and functions and are

place.

maintained over the entire life cycle, kept up to date and actively used by the
operating staff. For example, the simulation model for determining the energy
requirements with the TwinCAT 3 Interface for MATLAB®/Simulink® could be

–– Costs: The costs plan determines and controls all of the
planned construction costs.
–– Sustainability: This is where energy efficiency planning

compared parallel to the actual consumption in real time and the deviation

and recycling possibilities come into play in planning and

could be viewed in context on the basis of error messages or changes in operat-

construction.

ing behavior (e.g. adjustment of setpoints). The transfer of operating data to the

–– Facility Management: The operation and maintenance of

cloud and its automatic evaluation play an increasingly important role. Systems

the building can be continuously monitored and optimized

such as TwinCAT Analytics can provide rule-based support for the operator in

or modified.

creating standard evaluations such as energy reports and independently drawing attention to the most important operating parameters and error messages.

A central database in IFC format (Industry Foundation Classes,

A cost/benefit analysis is also possible, where an operator can decide in which

a data format specially developed for the digital description of

area an investment means the greatest ROI as part of a repair.

building models) combines the data of all the systems over the
entire life cycle of the building. Changes are made available to

How do you think this area will develop in the future?

all the parties involved. In the ideal case, it is always possible
to obtain a complete and technically correct overview of all the

Frank Schubert: A number of different working groups, including VDI 3805,

building features from the ground-breaking ceremony to the

VDMA and the Building Smart initiative, are currently making important deci-

arrival of the demolition ball. This is particularly important for

sions. These currently relate more to such technical information as installation

the ongoing operation of a building, as about 73% of all costs

dimensions and weights, but will also include information on building auto-

are for maintenance, only about 3% for planning and 24% for

mation functions in the future. The currently revised VDI 3814 guideline, which

the construction phase. As a result, BIM and the data collected

includes the room automation functions of the former VDI 3813 with the present

on all the systems can contribute to a more optimized and en-

draft, can also support this. In the medium term, however, these standards must

ergy-efficient operation, especially in the long term.

also be defined and harmonized internationally or at least in Europe. National
solo efforts will be of no help here. As a result, BIM is a global task that is
already well advanced today, but in some parts still needs to be expanded for
building automation.
Publication in Building & Automation 05/2019, VDE-Verlag, www.vde-verlag.de

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/building
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Statement by Managing Director René Zuberbühler on 20 years of Beckhoff Switzerland

People are the key to success
Beckhoff has already been represented by a subsidiary in Switzerland for 20 years. René Zuberbühler,
Managing Director of Beckhoff Switzerland since 2015, describes the concept for success in the abstract
of an interview on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the company.
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The Beckhoff Switzerland headquarters in Schaffhausen

Beckhoff Switzerland –
the development
–– 1981: Beckhoff’s first ever foreign deliveries go to Switzer
land. The customer is a specialist in the manufacture of
windows and doors – and still uses Beckhoff controllers
today.
–– 1996: Gerhard Meier takes over the representation of
Beckhoff in Switzerland with his own sales office.
–– 1999: The main office of Beckhoff Switzerland, which is
located directly on the Rhine in Schaffhausen (picture),
is established on 9 September. Managing Director is
Gerhard Meier, who already achieved a turnover of over
1 million euros in the first year.
–– 2009: On the 10th anniversary, 18 employees already
generate a turnover of 10 million euros.
–– 2014: For its 15th anniversary, Beckhoff Switzerland
achieves a turnover of 21 million euros with 26 employees.
–– 2015: After 2 years as sales manager, René Zuberbühler
takes over the management of Beckhoff Switzerland in
September 2015.
–– 2019: Within four years, Beckhoff Switzerland was able to
double sales to around 48 million euros in time for the 20th
anniversary. This was achieved by a total of 45 employees,
of whom about 45% work on the technical side (support
The Beckhoff Switzerland

and application engineers), 30% as sales engineers and in

team at one of the annual

marketing, as well as 25% in order processing, finance and

meetings in Schaffhausen

management.
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Beckhoff is an international company with a culture of family-oriented values

The field of application is very broad. The metalworking industry makes up a

and mutual appreciation. This has been of decisive importance for the success of

large part, i.e. laser cutting, eroding, punching, fine blanking, forming, pressing

our organization in Switzerland in the last 20 years. The support and trust placed

and bending. True to the Swiss tradition, many users come from the high-tech or

in us gave us the necessary strength for the positive regional development.

precision industry. Apart from handling systems, these include precision assembly systems for the microtechnology sector, special machines for the watchmak-

Powerful control technology for demanding applications

ing industry, for the dental, optical and medical industries and, increasingly, for

The high standards that Beckhoff meets as a technologically leading automation

3D printers. The packaging industry and building services are also represented.

supplier are a perfect match for the requirements of Swiss customers. This is be-

Apart from that, it is in particular the machine tool industry that is increasingly

cause Swiss mechanical engineering has gained its worldwide high reputation

utilizing the advantages of our open control technology.

above all with sophisticated and high-performance solutions. Accordingly, Swiss
customers are particular open to new technologies. They very quickly recognize

Customer orientation and personal support

the advantages of PC-based control technology from Beckhoff and implement

Another important factor for mutual success is the particularly close cooperation

it consistently in their systems.

between user and automation specialist. Hence, being close to our customers
and being available in all language regions of Switzerland are among our key
strategic success factors.. In German-speaking Switzerland, the Zurich and
Lyssach offices were added to the Schaffhausen offices. The early establishment
of the branch office in Yverdon in 2003 enabled us to achieve a strong market
position in French-speaking Switzerland. Two years ago, we opened a branch
office in Arbon for Eastern Switzerland, Graubünden and Lichtenstein. Together
with the office in Losone for the Italian-speaking region of Switzerland, we are
now able to cover the entire area.
Each of our customers is assigned a personal sales contact. In the meantime,
many customers even have their individual contact persons for technical
support, customer support and order processing. And because every personal
contact unites, we aim to ensure through customer and employee events that
there are numerous opportunities for encounters. This year, for example, we held
local trade shows and technology days as well as our big anniversary celebration on 3 September in Zurich. Since 2018, there has also been a booth party
at the Swiss Sindex trade show in keeping with the German model as a space
for personal encounters.
Beckhoff Switzerland is a sales and support organization that assists customers
in the implementation of their demanding applications. The employees play
a key role in this, especially with regard to long-term and trusting customer
relationships. Freedom, mutual appreciation and work enjoyment are important
factors, especially for young people. Beckhoff Switzerland creates suitable surroundings for this in which people can achieve top performance and act in an
entrepreneurial way. In this way, we have grown together over the last 20 years
to form a real family, which currently numbers 45 employees. Through continuous growth over the last 20 years, our sales result has increased to around
48 million euros in 2019.
In particular in economically challenging times it has always paid off to be so
close to our customers and to know their exact concerns. Even though some
customers are considering outsourcing their production, there are also numerous family-run companies on the other hand who are sticking to Switzerland
as a business location. We support them in using automation technology in the

René Zuberbühler, Managing Director Beckhoff Switzerland

right way and making optimal use of innovations. If you implement this, you
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Employees, customers, partners and guests of honor
were invited to celebrate the 20th anniversary of
Beckhoff Switzerland on 3 September 2019.

don’t have to outsource even in high-wage Switzerland in order to remain

dom and the free-floating positioning of the movers, it offers maximum flexibility for

economically profitable. Beckhoff offers the right products for this.

a new generation of process workflows. This makes XPlanar ideal for implementing
the often very complex processes involved in Swiss applications -– precisely and

Potential for further growth

effectively in the face of high requirements.

Switzerland will continue to offer clear growth potential for Beckhoff in the
future, too. Especially in ‘watch country’ Switzerland, CNC is an interesting

Switzerland is a country with a high spirit of innovation within a varied cultural

and technologically demanding area. With the openness of PC-based control

landscape. This contributes to the success and wealth of Switzerland as a business

we can offer special added value to CNC customers in particular. Due to the

location. We will be accompanying our customers closely and locally in the future,

correspondingly high demand, above all in the Jura and Seeland regions, our

too, so that we can continue to inspire them with state-of-the-art, high-performance

sales office in Lyssach was expanded to include the CNC Center of Excel-

Beckhoff automation technology.

lence in September 2019. The local team, which has been put together for
this purpose, will be further expanded in the future. The process industries
such as pharmaceuticals and chemicals will also play a major role in the
future. Opening up this industry requires intensive understanding of the
market. This is already reflected today in new products, such as EtherCAT
Terminals for hazardous areas as well as Control Panels and Panel PCs for
use in Zone 2/22 hazardous areas.
Furthermore, new evolutionary and revolutionary products are opening up
further possibilities. Machine Learning and Machine Vision are two topics
on the basis of which systems can be designed more intelligently and the
digitization of Switzerland can be further advanced. The XPlanar transport
system represents a genuine revolution. Since its introduction in 2018, it has
met with a great response on the Swiss market and, with six degrees of free-

More information:
www.beckhoff.ch
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Bruderer has been supplying stamping presses since 1999 (shown here: BSTA 510)
with PC-based control technology and a custom Control Panel (right) from Beckhoff.

Interview with Herbert Högger from Bruderer on 20 years of close collaboration with Beckhoff Switzerland

Shared success through advances in technology
and intensive exchange of expertise
Continual development and countless innovations have always been distinctive features of PC-based control technology from
Beckhoff. In an interview with Herbert Högger, Head of Control Technology at Bruderer AG in Frasnacht, Switzerland, on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of Beckhoff Switzerland, one of the subsidiary’s first customers described the collaborative partnership
as well as technological benefits of PC-based control.
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Herbert Högger, Head of Control Technology at Bruderer: “The Beckhoff PC-based
control technology allows all current technologies to be implemented with ease due to
its openness to the IT world. This offers significant advantages, for example in relation
to implementing horizontal and vertical communication within a production facility.”

And when did you decide to fulfill these strict requirements using
PC-based control?
Herbert Högger: We originally used a PLC integrated in a CNC in our machines,
but the product was discontinued in 1996. We did not want to change over to a
traditional PLC owing to the relatively high costs and the conventional control
programming using an instruction list. It was at a trade fair where we had our
first dealings with PC-based control, which could also be programmed with
Visual Basic or Structured Text, and offered significant advantages – especially
for developing a visualization. Since the hardware underlying this system came
from Beckhoff, we ultimately came in contact with this automation technology
provider in Germany.
Bruderer specializes in stamping presses and feeder units. What

Beckhoff Switzerland did not yet exist at that time.

special requirements are there with regards to usage in the field?
Herbert Högger: That’s true. But even back then, the two company philosoHerbert Högger: Our machines are used primarily in the mass production of

phies were very well matched with the result that the contract for the “Bruderer

stamping products. You will find Bruderer machines wherever highest availabil-

control” project was inked as far back as May 1997. In principle, this contract

ity and precision are called for in high and low stroke speed ranges – among

still applies today, which in itself is a sign of the longstanding, trusted, and close

automotive suppliers, in the production of connectors for the electronic, elec-

collaboration that we built up. There are two important factors at play here: the

trical, and computer industry as well as in the production of parts for clock

continuity with contacts who still work at Beckhoff today and the family-like

mechanisms or metal packagings for the foodstuffs industry, to name just a

customer/supplier relationship that remains unchanged despite the subsequent

few examples. A critical requirement in this respect is to ensure consistently

business growth.

high product quality with the highest possible product output. On one hand,
this demands a high level of mechanical precision and, on the other, high-per-

How important is direct contact and support for you?

formance control technology. This is the only way to achieve a stroke rate of
up to 2,300 per minute. Since applications in the industry frequently produce

Herbert Högger: It is very important to us to have intensive contact as well

multiple-falling stamped parts, this can often result in an output performance

as fast and uncomplicated support when needed. This has worked exceptionally

of several thousand parts per minute.

well from the outset with Beckhoff, especially with Beckhoff Switzerland – in
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Herbert Högger: “It is very important to us to have intensive contact as well as fast

A recent stamping machine in the BSTA series (BSTA 810, left) and the first BSTA 500

and uncomplicated support when needed. This has worked exceptionally well from

stamping machine supplied with a Beckhoff control system in 1999 (right)

the outset with Beckhoff and especially with Beckhoff Switzerland.”

Schaffhausen as well as in the Arbon branch office. And this is the case at

of technical advances. Particularly from our perspective as a manufacturer

a professional and personal level, both with the Swiss experts and for more

of machines with an extremely long service life, this is what makes Beckhoff

specialized requests with the product developers in Germany. When challenges

stand out as a control system supplier. It is no coincidence that in the past

arise, as can frequently happen over the course of machine development, we

20 years we have been able to supply several thousands of systems equipped

never feel that we are left to our own devices by the Beckhoff experts. The

with Beckhoff controllers.

same is true when it comes to implementing specific requirements. Apart from
the already very broad portfolio, we have never needed much persuasion to get

What are the fundamental advantages of PC-based control?

Beckhoff started on developing or adapting a product. Especially considering
such products, which may frequently be suitable for other purposes than ours,

Herbert Högger: PC-based control is much more than just an easy-to-under-

Beckhoff benefits from our industry and machine expertise too.

stand and clearly structured machine control system. As a central and intelligent
control center, it serves the entire production cell and can communicate with a

How did the technical collaboration pan out initially?

wide range of networks. This is especially significant since a modern machine
control platform is also used for communication with other machines, as an

Herbert Högger: The area of stamping technology was still quite new for

interface connecting to other ERP systems, as a data repository for diagnostics

Beckhoff at that time, with the result that both partners were able to learn from

purposes and tool management, and as a basis for data analysis and cloud

each other. We initially drew up a specification, which defined the technology

connectivity as well as future AI applications. In contrast to a conventional

functions required for stamping presses, for example tool protection and press

CNC or PLC control system, PC-based control can be expanded and updated

force monitoring, and naturally also the machine control system. Beckhoff passed

effortlessly by means of version management and software updates. Continuity

this initial litmus test with flying colors – quite the technical challenge consider-

is likewise assured in this way. We can still support the first machines and offer

ing the 2,000 stroke movements per minute broken down in each case into 360

replacement parts if needed.

angular degrees. The first prototype of the new control system was successfully
completed in 1998, with the first machine being shipped as early as April 1999.

How important is the technical enhancement and innovative
strength of a control technology to you?

To what extent has this new machine been field-proven?
Herbert Högger: This is just as important as consistency and compatibility. Our
Herbert Högger: The stamping system proved highly successful with a manu-

customers on one hand want to be able to use the same software in the long

facturer of keyboards, and continues to do so to the present day. This is evident

term with the simplest possible update options. On the other hand, however,

from the fact that it is still in use, which is certainly more than a testament to the

it should be possible to leverage technical innovations, such as integration of

quality both of the machine and the control technology. Moreover, it is proof of

measurement technology or Industrie 4.0 concepts. What is important here is

the robustness and long-term availability of Beckhoff control technology. Apart

that all possibilities are available; but that a technological advance is also imple-

from an interim software update, the machine is still operating in its original

mented at the right time, consistently. For example, we are currently examining

state. Even if the Industrial PC used were ever to fail, we could replace it ef-

the merit of switching from TwinCAT 2 to TwinCAT 3 software. Our primary focus

fortlessly today with an IPC that is compatible mechanically, that is, regarding

in this respect is on delivering optimum benefit for customers, in other words

interfaces. We would also benefit from enhanced computing power as a result

any reprogramming must incorporate all of our existing intellectual property and
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adapt the software conceptually so that the advantages of TwinCAT 3 can be
exploited fully. Examples in this regard include object-oriented programming,
multi-core CPU support and cloud technologies.
How important is the openness of PC-based control to you?
Herbert Högger: PC-based control technology allows all current technologies
to be implemented with ease due to its openness to the IT world. This offers
significant advantages, for example in relation to implementing horizontal and
vertical communication within a production facility. Furthermore, PC-based control is open with respect to the bus communication used so that other fieldbuses
in addition to EtherCAT can be integrated in the system without the need for
complicated changes to the control program.
Does the successful collaboration also extend beyond the
product portfolio?
Herbert Högger (left) from Bruderer and Daniele Di Bella (right), Head of the Arbon

Herbert Högger: Yes, and even 20 years ago that was one of the fascinating

Office of Beckhoff Switzerland, are delighted with the close and successful collaboration.

questions for us in terms of collaboration with a technology partner. Ultimately,
we are supplying an industry that is long-standing in nature, with machines
that are in use for 30 years and more. In fact, even 50 years are feasible in
this respect, assuming the mechanics and wiring are properly inspected and

important is the ultra-fast data communication, for example in the area of tool

maintained over the years. From this point of view, we benefit enormously from

protection and press force monitoring, since several sensors have to be queried

the Beckhoff philosophy with products that offer long-term availability and with

here as simultaneously as possible. We are currently working with cycle times of

deep-rooted technological expertise through to motherboard production. Both

50  µs, which would not be possible without fast EtherCAT communication. We

elements guarantee us that the same I/O terminal or the same IPC – or at least

will continue to benefit from this technological edge for many years to come.

a compatible successor product – will still be available after 10 or 20 years.

That’s because it eliminates the need to decentralize intelligent devices in the

The same applies to software, in other words, even if new Windows operating

system and to establish accordingly intricate communication between them.

systems or new interfaces are supported, we can continue to work with TwinCAT

The control system remains efficient and transparent. In addition, a centralized

without changes.

architecture makes it much easier to integrate new, and even complex, functions
such as envelope curve monitoring or machine vision into the standard control

To what extent has PC-based control contributed to the

system.

enhancement of your stamping presses?
In which areas do you foresee special development potential
Herbert Högger: When we equipped the first high-speed press with PC-based

for the future?

control technology from Beckhoff in 1999, the option to adjust the stroke height
at runtime was an outstanding feature. Solely through the high-performance IPC

Herbert Högger: We are involved especially with data analysis and evalua-

technology, it is possible to adjust the ram motion, which is critical for the qual-

tion as well as predictive maintenance as part of what we call future projects.

ity of stampings and bends, in the µm range even at more than 2,000 strokes

Beckhoff is highly innovative in this area especially, for example with the

per minute. This is the only way to counterbalance the resulting dynamic effects

TwinCAT Analytics and TwinCAT Machine Learning products which we regard

of high-speed presses with their high centrifugal forces. In addition to improved

as very exciting. System-integrated measurement technology is also significant.

control performance, we benefited from the outset from the fact that this current

The high-precision EtherCAT measurement modules above all offer significant

technology can also be used effortlessly for existing stocks. The machine oper-

potential for achieving even higher processing precision. As a matter of fact,

ator therefore gets the same modern functionality as part of a system retrofit,

our machines are built so robustly that hardly any expansion occurs in the me-

without having to change the user interface. In addition, with Beckhoff as the

chanics despite the high stamping forces. At the same time, however, we need

control system supplier, we can be certain of having an extremely flexible and

to measure the expansion in order to precisely determine the force exerted.

open system available to us, which will enable the use of all technologies and

Only a weak measurement signal that is almost below the disturbance level is

developments that become established on the market.

available for this purpose, but it can still be recorded very effectively with the
measurement technology modules of the ELM series from Beckhoff.

Have you also benefited in this regard from the development
of the EtherCAT industrial Ethernet system?
Herbert Högger: The EtherCAT system developed by Beckhoff is still the best
fieldbus technology on the market for us. Accordingly, we have also been
involved from the outset in the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG). What is

The interview was conducted by Stefan Ziegler, Editorial Management PR, Beckhoff Automation

More information:
www.bruderer.com
www.beckhoff.ch
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Roche: flexible and cost-effective production of Plasma Separation Cards

Efficient PSC production with XTS
simplifies access to HIV tests
Roche has developed the Cobas Plasma Separation Card (PSC), a new technology that simplifies and improves the examination
and monitoring of HIV patients, particularly in remote areas. For the first time, blood plasma samples no longer need to be cooled
during transport to the laboratory. The prerequisite for this breakthrough was a flexible, compact and dynamic production
tech-nology that allows the PSC to be produced cost-effective. This was realized with the eXtended Transport System (XTS)
from Beckhoff, which increases efficiency with its high flexibility.

An XTS with 10 movers and a 3 m circumferential track
length serves as the central element of the production
unit for the Plasma Separation Card.
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Headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, the Roche Group operates in more than
100 countries and employs around 94,000 people worldwide. The company
maintains a position as one of the leaders in personalized medicine, primarily
through the combination of pharmaceuticals and diagnostics under one roof.
The entire value creation chain, from diagnostics to the pharmaceutical end
product, offers great potential for innovation. The Roche site in Mannheim,
Germany, with around 8,300 staff is a case in point. A new Plasma Separation
Card, part of the Cobas product range, meets the sensitivity requirements of the
World Health Organization for determining an appropriate HIV therapy. The new
product is a stable and easy-to-use blood plasma sampling card for subsequent
HIV viral load testing.
The Cobas Plasma Separation Card consists of a carrier

The roughly credit-card-sized Cobas PSC requires only a small amount of blood

layer with the bonded nonwoven fabric and an upper

from a patient's fingertip and also greatly simplifies sample transport. For ex-

layer for protection and labeling.

ample, for people in rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa, HIV testing is now more
accessible as it eliminates the need to cool blood samples during transport to
the lab. In this way, the Plasma Separation Card significantly changes the way
plasma samples are taken and prepared, and it facilitates reliable quantitative
testing even in environments with extreme heat and humidity.
Short time to market for complex card
The PSC is manufactured in a compact machine measuring around 3.5 x 3 m, in
which the eXtended Transport System (XTS) from Beckhoff plays a central role.
It was developed at Roche's Mannheim site by the company’s in-house mechanical engineering specialists in the Manufacturing Service & Technology department. Lukas Nagel, Specialist Engineer at Roche, explains that experts from
development and production worked hand in hand, so that the project could
be completed in just two years until it was ready for production. XTS played an
important role as a highly flexible transport system, as it allowed the production
unit to be adapted to changing requirements during the development process.
Process optimizations can be implemented rapidly using the software-based
functionality, which is easy to modify.
This was important not least in view of the complex structure of the Plasma Separation Card, which consists of several layers. Lukas Nagel explains: "A carrier
layer is used for mechanical fixation. Next, a thin adhesive layer attaches to the
plasma-separating membrane. Underneath is a nonwoven material separated
with a chemical stabilizer, to preserve the human plasma for up to six weeks
during transport. A label is provided on which the patient information can be
recorded by hand. Finally, there is a protective layer. The special feature of the
innovative product is that the human plasma only needs to dry up a little for safe
transport and can then be easily liquefied again in the laboratory to be analyzed
in the same way as normal blood plasma.”
The complex structure of the PSC is illustrated by the sophisticated production
process: The carrier layer is mainly used for sample transport. Two adhesive
strips are applied to it, followed by the nonwoven fabric for plasma absorption.
The desired geometry is punched into a carrier tape. Small adhesive dots are
then applied to seal the plasma so that it cannot escape. Finally, a card is laminated with an adhesive tape to form the underside and bonded to the carrier
layer. The two layers together then form the first intermediate product. The
second intermediate product, the PSC top side, is produced in a similar way. For
this purpose, the desired geometries are also punched and the card corners are
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Lukas Nagel (right), Specialist Engineer at Roche,
demonstrates the convenient machine operation via
the CP3221 multi-touch Panel PC with 21.5-inch display
to Udo Gruber, System Consulting/Sales at the Beckhoff
sales office in Mannheim.

The Plasma Separation Card layers are placed in the
workpiece carrier of the XTS mover using vacuum grippers and dynamically transported to the production and
testing stations.

rounded off for easier removal in a subsequent step. After several optical test

vacuum grippers. In this demanding product handling environment, XTS offers

steps, both intermediate products are bonded and then the assembly and label

the great advantage that the component tolerances that were determined can

placement are subjected to a final check.

easily be stored in the software and can therefore be assigned to each mover
individually for the entire production process. In a conventional transport sys-

Precise handling of sensitive nonwoven material

tem, this would have to be implemented mechanically at each workstation and

According to Lukas Nagel, the fact that special fabric for the plasma-separating

would therefore be much more complex. In addition, XTS automatically provides

membrane is very sensitive and expensive had to be taken into account during

traceability, which would otherwise have to be implemented using QR codes, for

the development of the production unit: “This has resulted in stringent demands

example.” Furthermore, this kind of product handling facilitates efficient produc-

when cutting the nonwoven fabric and requires exact adherence to the desired

tion. This is because any deformation of the nonwoven fabric cannot be detected

geometry in order to minimize costs resulting from waste. Furthermore, the forc-

optically early in the process, but only in the end product, resulting in rejects.

es acting on the nonwoven fabric must not exceed 7 N in order avoid altering its
structures and to ensure that the permeability of the structure is maintained.”

Lukas Nagel also appreciates the benefits of precision and software functionality in the motion axes of the workstations implemented using EL7211

To guarantee this, a laser cuts out the membrane very gently, and a special mea-

servomotor terminals and AX5000 servo drives, such as cutting units, rotary

suring procedure occurs in the production unit, as Lukas Nagel explains: “When

tables and transfer arms. A good example is the measuring probe function of

the unit starts up, the processing table from which the membrane is collected is

the AX5000 servo drive, which can be used to store the actual position of the

measured. The system then checks the workpiece carriers on all 10 XTS movers.

controller without time offset, depending on an event: “This function comes into

In this way, all component tolerances are compensated. In order to exert as little

play when punching the geometry into the carrier tape and has been a great

process force as possible, the membrane is applied to the adhesive layer with

advantage during the development process. Initially, neither the exact card size
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The EL7211 servomotor terminals (right) ensure precise motion
sequences involving multiple axes in a particularly compact manner.
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At a glance
Solutions for the pharmaceutical industry
–– production unit for a Plasma Separation Card
Customer benefit
–– production unit developed with short time to market
–– compact machine design
–– cost-effective product manufacture with high output capacity
–– flexible product handling through XTS software functionality
instead of mechanical components
Applied PC Control
–– TwinCAT 3 XTS Extension
–– XTS with 10 movers and 3 m track length
–– EL7211 and AX5000 servo drive

nor the number of openings to be punched for subsequent application of the

reject, the mover ignores all other workstations and follows the other movers as

plasma were known. The lifting and punching sequences could be quite easily

a ‘pusher’ until the part can be ejected. Compared to a rotary indexing table, XTS

determined by software and adapted as required. For example, the card size

thus avoids an unproductive cycle and unnecessary further processing of rejects.

could be optimized very efficiently, the number of application fields defined and
the card corners rounded off.”

In addition to the collision avoidance and synchronization functions provided by
the TwinCAT 3 XTS Extension software, Roche also benefits from the option of

XTS for compact machine design

limiting the controller current, as Lukas Nagel explains: “We use this function

XTS enables highly flexible product transport with minimum space requirements,

when the workpiece carriers for opening the holding clamps are mechanically

as Lukas Nagel explains: “With XTS, we were able to design an extremely com-

fixed. Limiting the controller current simplifies this mechanical referencing

pact system and accommodate it in the limited space available in the production

without losing the position control via the XTS encoder system that is advanta-

environment. An XTS with 10 movers and a 3 m track length is used, around

geous elsewhere in the system.” The EtherCAT communication system on which

which the individual workstations are set up. This results in a symmetrical

the concept is based offers further advantages, through its high performance,

machine layout in which the first preliminary product – the carrier layer –

simple commissioning and widespread use as a global standard. According to

is processed on one side and the second preliminary product – the upper layer –

Lukas Nagel, the IP 67-rated EtherCAT P I/O modules, which combine power and

is processed and optically inspected on the other side. The membrane is cut out

communication in a field-mountable form factor, also contribute to simplifying

in the center of the unit, so that the complete card can be produced in a single

the production unit by reducing the wiring effort.

XTS cycle. A system based on a rotary indexing table, which had been considered
initially, would have been much larger.”
XTS offers additional benefits through its dynamic cycle and easy synchronization of fast workstations with slow process sequences. Workstations can be
better utilized by duplicating time-consuming work processes. Lukas Nagel says:
“The slowest processes in the line are laser cutting of the nonwoven fabric and
the associated pick-and-place. With XTS, it is now very easy to prepare six cards
at a time, transfer them to the laser cutting unit and then glue them individually
to the corresponding card tops. Without this high flexibility offered by XTS, we
would have had to process much larger membrane pieces or make provisions
for multiple transfer stations. XTS, on the other hand, automatically adjusts itself
to the slowest process step and remembers the current processing status and
the missing input materials for each mover. The mover then moves to the corresponding stations.” In addition, the highly flexible product transport with XTS
simplifies early ejection of defective sub-components. If a part is recognized as a

More information:
www.roche.de/en
www.beckhoff.com/xts
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End-to-end control solution equips smart logistics systems for tomorrow’s challenges

PC-based control is driving advances
in compact, powerful laser navigation systems
for automated guided vehicles
Besides building self-driving industrial vehicles and logistics handling robots, Suzhou i-Cow Intelligent Logistics Technology
Co. Ltd. develops control technology and software algorithms for laser-based navigation systems used in automated guided
vehicles (AGVs). A comprehensive control solution from Beckhoff is not just enabling the Chinese tech company to develop
better-performing products more efficiently, but is helping these products to meet the requirements of Industrie 4.0 and the
Made in China 2025 initiative as well.

As the industrial sector continues to evolve rapidly, the need for flexible and

Control Panel with 5.7-inch touchscreen for visualization and operator inter-

intelligent logistics systems is on the rise. Driverless transport systems have a

action. TwinCAT 3 PLC HMI provides a user interface for easy configuration of

hugely important role to play in this arena, and i-Cow has launched a broad

AGV parameters, AGV positioning, and troubleshooting problems occurring at

range of driverless forklifts equipped with a laser-based navigation

rack locations in the warehouse. To achieve the levels of speed and precision

system, designed to meet the needs of automated warehouse

needed for laser-based navigation, the system uses XFC oversampling terminals.

logistics across industries as diverse as food and beverages,

Beckhoff has also supplied a TwinSAFE solution that

automotive and electronics manufacturing. The company

integrates safety features seamlessly into the

also offers automated guided vehicle (AGV) manufacturers

overall system.

and integrators custom solutions for incorporating i-Cow’s
core technology into their own hardware.

A powerful control platform:
the Embedded PC

Laser navigation: a flexible and economical

The compact CX5130 Embedded PC handles all

logistics tool

the control functions required for laser navigation.

The core challenge for advanced AGV systems used

It replaces a conventional navigation-control sys-

in warehouse logistics is to navigate flexibly and

tem and communication module used previously,

efficiently through the racks of inventory. One solu-

bringing down both space requirements and costs.

tion here is computer-aided vehicle control based on

The software functionality includes a laser navi-

laser technology, which not only lets vehicles navigate

gation algorithm and a control loop for AGV drive

freely within the warehouse space but also offers

and steering axes, both written in C++ code, plus

cost advantages, because it does not rely on fixtures

control logic for a single AGV, the TwinCAT 3 PLC

embedded in the floor. i-Cow’s laser-guided AGVs

HMI for visualization, planning software, and a

can automatically pick up and deposit goods on

TCP/IP communication program for the automatic

warehouse shelves. The laser navigation system

charging station.

works with just a single vehicle, but it is capable
of supporting multiple vehicles when combined
with a traffic management system.
To meet the tough technical challenges involved in this type of navigation, i-Cow’s
system relies comprehensively on control components from Beckhoff. The
system is controlled by a CX5130
Embedded PC with a dual-core Intel Atom® CPU running TwinCAT 3

PC-based control manages all the operations carried

software and incorporates a CP6907

out by i-Cow’s driverless forklift.
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“We chose the CX5130 for its performance, range of interfaces and compact design. As a DIN rail-mounted Embedded PC, it takes up much less space than the
previous control systems. Another advantage is that the Beckhoff bus terminal
system supports a variety of fieldbuses, including CANopen and PROFIBUS, so
it’s compatible with our existing peripheral devices. In addition, the Embedded
PC has Ethernet ports and supports a variety of protocols, making it easier for
us to implement wireless communication,” explains Yongping Pan, head of
Research and Development at i-Cow.
Precise, high-speed laser navigation with XFC

A CX5130 Embedded PC with EtherCAT and TwinSAFE terminals provides an

When an AGV is navigating by laser, a built-in laser scanner performs rapid

exceptionally compact control solution for the AGV system.

rotating sweeps to capture reflective markers located around the operating
area. The exact position of the AGV can only be computed once a sufficient
number of markers have been scanned. Precise, high-speed, scanning is crucial
here. To achieve this, i-Cow uses an EL1262 XFC EtherCAT digital input terminal
with oversampling. Capable of performing up to 1,000 sampling operations in
1  ms – which corresponds to a sampling cycle of 1 µs – it supports exceptionally
high-resolution target-value and actual-value acquisition that meets the high
speed requirements of laser navigation.
Versatile software for even higher performance
The TwinCAT 3 control software complements the powerful hardware perfectly. One key benefit from i-Cow’s perspective is that TwinCAT 3 can be
programmed in C++ and is able to call up modules. This simplifies both the
development process in general and migration of the navigation control
algorithm in particular. In addition, due to its flexibility and modular design,

With TwinCAT 3 PLC HMI, operators can enter AGV parameters and identify storage

TwinCAT 3 is an efficient development environment suited to creating a range

rack loading errors in an easy-to-use interface.

of software components, and enables i-Cow engineers to work collaboratively
as a team.
“The ability to work with C/C++ as a programming language is really valuable

safety system and all the extra effort it would have involved. Our solution

for us because we’ve gained a lot of experience with it over the years and it

reduces cabling costs and development time,” explains Haixia Wang, i-Cow’s

allows us to implement complex function blocks. If a process lets us code in

safety officer.

C++, we can embed the function blocks quickly and easily in TwinCAT 3, as is
the case with the laser navigation code, which is written in C++. TwinCAT 3 also

Working together to deliver future-proof solutions

allows individual program tasks to be distributed across multiple CPU cores. This

Since i-Cow began using Beckhoff components to implement laser-based

means that the computing power of multi-core CPUs such as the CX5130’s can

navigation on its forklift AGVs in early 2016, collaboration between the two

be leveraged to enable programs to execute faster,” explains Zhifei Yu, head of

companies has steadily widened and intensified. Automation solutions from

i-Cow’s development department.

Beckhoff are now also being implemented in magnetically guided shuttles and
in vehicles for smart rack systems, both currently under development. “The PC-

Saving time and money with an integrated safety solution

based automation platform’s openness and flexibility give i-Cow the latitude

Although automated guided vehicle systems with laser navigation can take

to solve a wide range of application problems,” says Wang Ping, i-Cow’s Chief

on much of the workload in a warehouse, they still need to work alongside

Executive Officer. And his outlook is positive: “Leveraging the exceptional per-

people. Collision protection is therefore a crucial function in AGVs. Here,

formance of the PC-based control technology, we’ll be able to continue to meet

i-Cow has opted to deploy a comprehensive solution using TwinSAFE. This is

the increasing requirements of control systems in the future.”

implemented using an EL6900 TwinSAFE Logic EtherCAT terminal, an EL1904
TwinSAFE digital input terminal and an EL2904 TwinSAFE digital output
terminal.
The AGV chassis is fitted with safety sensors all the way round that are scanned
via the EL1904 input terminal. If the sensors detect an obstacle in an AGV’s
safety zone while it is moving, the TwinSAFE system responds immediately,
first engaging the emergency brake on the AGV’s drive axis, then cutting the
power to the drive after a preset delay. “Using TwinSAFE to fully integrate a
safety solution into the control technology eliminates the need for a separate

More information:
www.i-cow.cn
www.beckhoff.com.cn
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Aida Engineering: PC-based control and EtherCAT optimize metal forming for automakers

Efficient, IoT-capable press lines harness
high-speed, open control technology
The demand to optimize manufacturing quality and efficiency while implementing Industrie 4.0 and Internet of Things
(IoT) concepts is leading to a huge increase in the volumes of data in manufacturing plants. Considering its performance and compatibility with the IT world, PC-based control technology forms the ideal basis for processing this data.
Press manufacturer Aida Engineering, based in Kanagawa, Japan, recognized that advantage at a very early stage.
It has therefore relied for many years on PC-based control from Beckhoff and on the globally established EtherCAT
standard for its press solutions, e.g. for the automotive industry.
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Tandem press line from Aida Engineering
in an automotive production facility
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The largest servo presses from Aida can exert more than 3,000 tons of pressure

The prerequisites for the smooth operation of such a large-scale plant are opti-

on the raw material. Designed for high-volume series production, they are

mum control and precise synchronization of the numerous presses and transfer

used in the most diverse industries. These include the automotive industry,

units that carry out the individual process steps. According to Sotoyuki Kaneko,

in particular, with its special requirements. Here, the formed parts must be

EtherCAT has proven to be the best solution for the implementation of the

increasingly lighter to produce vehicles with a lower weight and thus lower

Aida system on account of its precise synchronization and high-performance

fuel consumption. The sturdiness of the parts must not suffer in the process,

data transmission capabilities even over long distances: “In 2000, our group’s

however, to ensure that the occupants of a vehicle are still protected as well

Electronic Development Department began work on a next-generation motion

as possible in the event of an impact. In order to meet these requirements, the

controller, which was intended to replace the internally developed controllers

use of sheet steel with a high tensile strength has become established in the

we had used up to that point in time. The fundamental decision to use a

automotive industry.

PC-based control system was taken at the same time. The optical fiber-based
Lightbus was the established Beckhoff fieldbus at that time. I can still remember

The Aida servo presses enable very precise machining of this demanding high-

very well how excited company founder Hans Beckhoff was when he informed

strength material through exact speed control. In addition, complex designs are

us that the introduction of the new fieldbus standard EtherCAT was imminent.

implemented in the manufacturing of vehicle bodies, especially in Europe. Aida

Then EtherCAT came onto the market as an open fieldbus, supporting extremely

designed a tandem version of the servo press specifically for such applications.

fast speeds, precise synchronization and long-distance data transmission up to

This version can even form complex geometries in a short time.

100 m via a standard Ethernet cable. That met all the requirements for the Aida
presses, so we chose EtherCAT.”

PC-based control of even large press lines
Aida uses Industrial PCs (IPCs), TwinCAT 3 automation software and EtherCAT

Besides that, Sotoyuki Kaneko says that there were obvious benefits in replac-

I/O terminals from Beckhoff to control its servo presses in the mid and high

ing previous internally-developed controllers with Beckhoff components as the

performance ranges. The transfer units that connect several presses are also

standard control platform for Aida presses: “If we had continued to develop

controlled by PC-based control. According to Sotoyuki Kaneko, head of Aida’s

the control systems ourselves, we would also have had to develop all the I/O

System Control Department, this control platform has also been tried and tested

terminals connected to the system. In view of the enormous number of I/O

in vehicle manufacturing for the European market with their high metal forming

terminals required for the wide variety of individual customer specifications,

requirements. In this demanding environment, it is not uncommon to use large

this would have been virtually impossible for us. Beckhoff, on the other hand,

tandem lines of servo presses with six different process steps.

offers not only a wide range of IPCs, but also the widest variety of I/O terminals
for all necessary signal types. The huge product range, extensive engineering
expertise and global distribution network were important reasons why we
opted for Beckhoff.” He adds that another crucial factor was the flexibility of

The individual processes

the Beckhoff control platform. The IPC concept perfectly suited Aida’s design

within the Aida press

philosophy because all necessary control functions could be integrated with the

lines are controlled by

highly flexible TwinCAT automation software.

an Industrial PC (above)
with TwinCAT software as

Fast process control and convenient system configuration

well as various EtherCAT

In the servo-based tandem lines each of the numerous machining processes

Terminals (below).

is controlled by a Beckhoff IPC as the EtherCAT master. These communicate in
turn with each other via EL669x bridge terminals. A further high-performance
Industrial PC serves as a higher-level controller with the EtherCAT “master
clock”, which ensures seamless synchronization of all presses and transfer
units.
In the tandem line, a robot handles the transfer of workpieces from one process
to the next. The appropriate distance between the robot and the forming tool
is the most important factor in achieving high productivity and efficiency: the
smaller the distance, the more products the press can process. If the distance
is too small, however, this may cause disruptions that can increase the risk of
system failures. For this purpose, Aida developed a TwinCAT-based solution featuring an ultra-fast control cycle, optimum synchronization and minimized robot
distance with a high level of production reliability. In this way, the servo tandem
line achieves 20 strokes per minute and approximately 50% more efficiency
than the predecessor series as a result.
Also integrated in the servo tandem line is the Aida Digital Motion System
(ADMS) software, which allows operators to freely and conveniently configure
press motion parameters for each line. ADMS is able to determine the optimal
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Sotoyuki Kaneko, head of the System Control Department at Aida Engineering:
“I’ve always been convinced that PC-based control from Beckhoff is the best solution.
PC-based controllers have been established in many branches of industry in recent
years, which only serves to confirm my conviction.”

process control simply on the basis of the form data entered for the sheet

part quality achieved with each stroke can easily be analyzed in retrospect. In

metal part. The motion sequences can be fine-tuned on the user interface on

this context, a machine learning process (Support Vector Machine, SVM) is used,

site. Apart from that, the motion controller can be adjusted in advance using

which according to Sotoyuki Kaneko was easy to implement using PC-based

an offline 3D simulator. As EtherCAT slaves, I/O terminals collect a multitude

control from Beckhoff.

of data such as the tool position, information about the servomotor for positioning the handling robot as well as sensor data. Based on the control data

Operational data, including data on temperatures and energy consumption, are

processed by TwinCAT in real time, ADMS simulates the motion sequences and

securely sent to Azure™ cloud services and can also be viewed on the Aicare

generates corresponding path control data. Sotoyuki Kaneko explains: “The

web page. Moreover, authorized persons will automatically receive any alarms

system benefits from the fact that TwinCAT can integrate the most diverse

and error messages. Regarding these features, Sotoyuki Kaneko concludes:

data into the runtime environment and send real-time feedback to the PLC

“Aicare benefits enormously from real-time communication with EtherCAT and

and motion controllers."

from PC-based control, because these technologies enable simple integration
with cloud services such as Azure™ and the use of advanced IoT technology.”

PC-based control offers ideal support for IoT solutions
By its own account, Aida is one of the pioneers in the development of IoT systems and, according to Sotoyuki Kaneko, EtherCAT and Beckhoff components
are strong innovation catalysts in this field, too. One example of this is the
Aicare system (Aida Information Care), which is based on Microsoft Azure™.
Aicare monitors and visualizes important press data such as product quality,
operating parameters and maintenance information. Multiple data sets have
to be acquired synchronously and in succession to analyze the quality of the
formed parts. Aicare does this with the help of EtherCAT distributed clocks. As
all data are given a timestamp and clearly identifiable in this way, the formed

More information:
www.aida.co.jp
www.beckhoff.co.jp
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Scalable automation technology in custom-designed solution for heat exchanger manufacturing

PC-based control reduces control technology cost
and cycle times by 30%
For its customer Core Energy Recovery Solutions, specialty machine manufacturer RAMP based in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada,
has developed a solution for manufacturing heat exchangers, or energy recovery ventilators, which increase energy efficiency
in buildings. By automating the production machinery with powerful and scalable Beckhoff automation products, RAMP was
able to reduce control technology costs, improve PLC cycle times and complete the demanding project on schedule.
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Stacked laminated layers of membrane

By connecting field devices

material and corrugated aluminum for the

via EtherCAT Box I/O modules

production of heat exchangers used for

(center), RAMP minimizes

energy recovery in ventilation systems of

wiring distances and reduces

residential and commercial buildings.

cable track requirements.
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For its customers across North America and Europe, RAMP leverages its ex-

Powerful and open control technology

tensive experience in numerous industries with particular strengths in energy

For the Core project, RAMP relied on PC-based control technology from

recovery and automotive projects. The projects range from the design of new

Beckhoff to implement the scalable drive technology, efficient controls and

manufacturing systems to modernizing existing plants, always by combining

integrated I/O system. The programming of PLC and motion control compo-

custom-tailored solutions with standard components – to deliver maximum

nents with TwinCAT 3 in various IEC 61131-3 languages extends the compa-

efficiency. Jeff Kerr, manager of mechanical design at RAMP, explains: “We

ny’s standards-based approach to software engineering. TwinCAT also helps

cross-functionally examine all requirements and break them down into indi-

RAMP leverage open, vendor-neutral technologies like the OPC UA standard

vidual conceptual designs. This way, we ensure that all mechanical and control

for secure connectivity to higher level databases such as Amazon Web Services

components are fully compatible, resulting in the best possible solutions for

(AWS) and SAP.

customers.”
For Core Energy Recovery Solutions, RAMP required a powerful Industrial
Recently, RAMP developed a machine for Vancouver-based Core Energy Re-

PC (IPC) to handle the company’s recipe and data acquisition solutions in

covery Solutions. The system, which was installed in 2018, manufactures heat

addition to the automation software. “Since we needed an IPC that could run

exchangers or energy recovery ventilators (ERVs) that increase the energy

our applications with a one millisecond update rate to have maximum control

efficiency of ventilation systems in residential and commercial buildings. The

over the process, we picked the high-power, cabinet-mounted C6930 IPC from

heat exchange is achieved by conducting cold and warm airflows past each

Beckhoff,” says Steve Slothouber, project control lead, RAMP. The IPC also fea-

other through internal channels. The machine takes base materials, including

tured sufficient performance reserves to accommodate the rising requirements

a patented polymer membrane and corrugated aluminum foil, and laminates

from repeatedly adding I/O components during the one-year development

them in layers of various heights and pitches based on the customer’s unique

phase, and to complete the project within the tight deadline. RAMP connects

recipe. The second half of the machine takes the laminated materials through

the C6930 to advanced CP2916 multi-touch Control Panels from Beckhoff to

a high-precision vacuum conveyor that was designed and built by RAMP. This

display dashboards that provide operators with an overview of current pro-

custom sheet layer then has separating materials placed on it using a unique

duction data and overall equipment efficiency (OEE) information.

pick-and-place process with standard pick positions but recipe-driven place
positions varying from 250 mm to 1 m. Finally, the layers are stacked across

Flexible EtherCAT I/O system covers all requirements

multiple dimensions and heights according to the last customer specifications

RAMP uses analog and digital I/O components from Beckhoff to cover all

and discharged via a conveyor belt.

data acquisition and machine safety requirements. Space-saving EtherCAT

The AM8000 series servomotors with OCT handle conveyance, pick

RAMP selected a C6930 control cabinet IPC (left) with an Intel® Core™ i5 processor as its powerful control

and place, web lamination, tension control and height adjustments.

platform as well as compact EL7211 drive technology (center) and AX5000 series servo drives (right).
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Members of the RAMP, Inc. engineering team (from left): Martin Pinnau, mechanical technician; Stephen Gugeler,
manager of control systems; Jeff Kerr, manager of mechanical design; and Stephen Slothouber, controls program lead.

terminals permit a free mix of safe and non-safe I/O in the same segment.

For higher power and load requirements, the RAMP machine also incorporates

High-density (HD) EtherCAT terminals, which offer as many as 16 I/O channels

AX5000 series servo drives for high-end position control, electronic gearing,

in a 12 mm wide housing, deliver even greater space savings. “The EtherCAT

velocity control and superimposed position control. The drives are connected

I/O system provided the high-speed networking and fast scan times we need-

to AM8000 servomotors with One Cable Technology (OCT) to handle convey-

ed while ensuring flexible network topologies,” says Matt Buchwald, elec-

ance, pick and place, web lamination, tension control and height adjustments

trical design lead at RAMP. “The Core application required high-end control

for the production line.

technology that can react to production changes and adjust output controls
in under 10 milliseconds.” The application also had to integrate with various

PC-based control technology delivers

third-party field devices such as EtherNet/IP components for web handling

Since RAMP first transitioned to PC-based control and EtherCAT technology,

equipment, vision system hardware, automatic power tensioning controls and

the company has had ample time to compare metrics with older-generation

dispensing units.

PLC- and PAC-based systems. Stephen Gugeler summarizes the findings: “Specifically, we improved PLC cycle times by 30% and reduced control system

RAMP also used many EtherCAT Box modules with IP 67 protection throughout

costs by approximately 30% when compared with equipment from previous

the system. “This allows us to place our field inputs and outputs closer to the

vendors. Leading-edge control and networking technology with competitive

application and reduce overall cable length and cable track requirements,”

pricing from Beckhoff helps RAMP increase production throughput and exceed

explains Matt Buchwald. “Integrating all safety systems on the same EtherCAT

customer requirements every time.”

network via TwinSAFE I/O further reduces the overall cabling costs and installation time.”
Highly scalable drive technology
For ultra-compact drive technology, RAMP applied Beckhoff EL7211 servomotor terminals. “The 24 mm wide EL7211 terminals further reduce our cabinet
space,” explains control systems manager Stephen Gugeler. “We can use one
low-cost 48-volt power supply for the EL7211 drives, significantly reducing
space and cost requirements for servo drives.” In addition, the application
features inexpensive AS1020 series stepper motors driven by EP7041 stepper
motor modules (50 V DC, 5 A) with built-in incremental encoders for resonance-critical applications.

More information:
www.rampgrp.com
www.beckhoff.ca
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Efficiency and reliability –
two sides of the same coin
In our everyday perception, high-performance systems can be seen as particularly sensitive, while more robust systems are thought
to be lacking in performance. In fact, efficient motors are just as robust as high-consumption ones, and powerful digital cameras
are even more robust than many mechanical devices. Ethernet in particular is a good example of how technological progress goes
hand in hand with high robustness. The thought that high efficiency leads to a destabilization of a system when an error occurs
is not applicable in many ways. How this relates to the higher-level protocol layers in industrial communicaton is explained in
the following.
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Figure 1: A random cycle error impacts the individual frame in six out of seven cases.
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Industrial communication encompasses various effects that influence error

The usual setup of a machine shows a linear topology for the communication

situations in different ways. Determining what happens, when it occurs, where

system, whereas the Fast Ethernet infrastructure requires active coupling

it happens, and for which reason are the key questions that must be answered

of the interfaces. The coupling is carried out by a Bridged LAN, or Switched

quickly (which is not always easy) when an error occurs. On the other hand,

Ethernet, whereas the switches are often an integrated part of the network

one has to keep an eye on data consistency when dealing with error cases.

nodes, as with I/O devices or drives. Since all frames are processed in each
node, one can alternatively collect the complete user data information in one

In many applications, Ethernet has become very popular. The robustness of

common frame and, similar to EtherCAT, process while the frame runs through

the physical data transmission with 100 Mbit/s (Fast Ethernet) has proven

the system. This method of protocol processing can be referred to as a shared

itself extremely successful in the industrial field. Therefore, the efficiency of

frame solution (Fig. 2). The result is an overhead of less than 50 percent, even

the protocol layers above the physical level, with regards to their reliability,

if the number of connected network nodes is small. If the total payload of

must be discussed.

the system is more than 400 bytes, this influences the overhead in the shared
frame solution by less than 10 percent.

Single frame for each I/O operation means huge overhead
and high frame error rate

Even if the physical layer (PhL) of Ethernet is robust in general, strong electro

One approach for evaluation is the investigation of the protocol overhead. Using

magnetic interfering signals can lead to communication errors. When com

an individual Ethernet frame for every network participant results in significant

paring the effects of such interference in the traditional, individual frame

overhead, since even at minimum frame size, a total of 84 bytes (Fig. 1) must

approach to those in the shared frame principle, the latter shows a far smaller

be sent, whereas the typical fieldbus payload is smaller than 8 bytes (e.g., CAN

error probability within the network cycle.

between 1 and 8). This leads to an overhead of more than 90 percent.

Cycle 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cycle 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cycle 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cycle 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cycle 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cycle 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cycle 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 2: A random cycle error influences the frame in the shared-frame principle, occurring in one out of every seven cases.
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Individual Frame,

Shared Frame,

Standard Forwarding

EtherCAT Forwarding
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S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

I

S7

Normally, most networked applications can overcome one single error without

S8
I

any harm, but if there are two errors following directly, it is already a critical
situation. Thus, the relation between communication errors per cycle corresponds with the critical situations. Related to the quite realistic example noted
at the beginning of the article, this means a much higher number of corrupted
frames are created with the individual frame approach than compared with
the shared frame solution because the latter uses only one sixth of the transmission time. As a result, the disturbance influences the common frame only
in one out of every six cases.
The number of erroneous bits has no impact on
processing quality

t

In motion control applications, complex algorithms are used to interpolate the
target value and the actual values in case of a single communication error.
The individual frame approach leads to unforeseeable results, especially when
several axes are coupled. Thus, the much higher rate of erroneous cycles in
this approach results in a series of cascaded and, therefore, critical situations.
Additionally, the low efficiency of this solution (around 10 percent) increases
the rate of erroneous cycles and makes reliable control of the application
much more difficult.
Control of speed and position also relates to motion. Regarding the position,
the control of a value is much more critical than speed when dealing with
small, incremental changes. The pre-planning of interactions can help to
ensure readiness in cases of error. In addition, the programming motto “keep
values as long as nothing changes” helps to reduce the effects of errors in
general, as well as to avoid bundled errors.
The mentioned circumstances show that there is no direct dependence between the number of errors in one cycle and the resulting control error. Single
errors can even be more critical than bundled errors.
The individual frame approach cannot prevent several errors
Another problem of a solution with single frames for each node centers on
the isolation of errors. Generally, Ethernet avoids the transmission of disturbances, since each connection is controlled by a special transceiver. In today’s
Ethernet, the PhL is not a bus but rather a collection of peer-to-peer connections. This can cause errors, for instance, because power supply disturbances

t

Figure 3: With slow processing,

can impact several nodes at a time. A comparable source for errors would be

numerous frames are affected.

a poor connection to the protective conductor when the direct shield method
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EtherCAT provides immediate feedback
S1

is used. EtherCAT documentation does not recommend this, but it is man-

S1

S1

S1

S1

S1

S1

S1
I

datory in some consortiums especially because multi-protocol devices must
follow that approach and may not use alternative methods. Since grounding
in cabinets is sometimes worse than expected, disturbances on the shield can
appear where different parts of the cabling are joined. In such a case, the
diagnosis is very difficult – which is the reason why this kind of disturbance
transmission should be avoided if possible. If you use common frames, such
as with EtherCAT, this type of disturbance transmission only affects the same
frame several times.
In case of short individual frames with the typical switch forwarding method,
which is defined by the IEEE standard and is normally at least 10 times slower
than the time EtherCAT need for forwarding, several frames are transmitted

t

Abb. 4: Direktes Feedback mit EtherCAT

on different network participants during the same time period. During that
process, a huge time delay leads to several different affected frames in the
case of a disturbance transmission. As a result, data from different cycles
or communication types can be affected. For this reason, the disturbance
transmission is a very critical factor that almost always entails some kind of
domino effect. By choosing EtherCAT, the forwarding times become so short
that even a disturbance at the beginning of a frame cannot affect the end of
a previous frame in the network.
When several single frames are affected, the resulting error type is hard to
define. Some input data is new, some is old. Ultimately, the conclusion that
there are only single errors with that method is not true. Rather, it requires
especially sophisticated and complex error handling strategies. Additionally,
most switches/bridges only transmit when they have received a frame correctly (store and forward), which leads to different frames at each interface and
the disturbance transmission to influence a high number of frames.
Feedback can help to accelerate error handling
For efficiency reasons, approaches with individual frames generally do not
deliver prompt feedback. Direct feedback on updates to the output data
would require forwarding from control to connected device and back. This
duplication of the forwarding time would present a limiting factor for the cycle
time. Thus, the reaction to the loss of individual output frames is limited to
the single components – without direct notification of the control unit. In this
situation, the control cannot initiate any measures. The earliest time that such
an error can be reported is one incoming cycle later. Until the error time-out
is triggered, the system normally needs three cycles.

More information:
www.ethercat.org
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Trade shows 2019/2020
Trade shows 2019
Europe
Germany
Productronica
12 – 15 November 2019
Munich
www.productronica.com

SPS
26 – 28 November 2019
Nuremberg
www.mesago.de/sps

Belgium
Bedrijven Netwerkdagen
20 – 21 November 2019
Hasselt
www.bedrijvennetwerkdagen.be

Bedrijven Contactdagen
04 – 05 December 2019
Kortrijk
www.bedrijvencontactdagen.be

Italy
Smart Building Expo
13 – 15 November 2019
Milan
www.smartbuildingexpo.it

Sweden
Euro Expo Luleå
27 – 28 November 2019
Luleå
www.euroexpo.se

Asia
India
CPhI & P-MEC
26 – 28 November 2019
New Delhi
www.cphi.com/india

Engimach
04 – 08 December 2019
Gandhinagar
http://kdclglobal.com

Indonesia
Manufacturing Indonesia
04 – 07 December 2019
Jakarta
www.manufacturingindonesia.com

Japan
IIFES
27 – 29 November 2019
Tokyo

Trade shows 2020
Europe
Germany
embedded world
25 – 27 February 2020
Nürnberg
www.embedded-world.de/en

Tire Technology Expo
25 – 27 February 2020
Hanover
www.tiretechnology-expo.com

Light + Building
08 – 13 March 2020
Frankfurt/Main
www.lightbuilding.de

LogiMAT
10 – 12 March 2020
Stuttgart
www.logimat-messe.de/en

www.iifes.jp

Fensterbau Frontale
18 – 21 March 2020
Nuremberg

United Arab Emirates

www.frontale.de/en

Adipec
11 – 14 November 2019
Abu Dhabi

Hannover Messe
20 – 24 April 2020
Hanover

www.adipec.com

www.hannovermesse.de

North America

Interpack
07 – 13 May 2020
Dusseldorf

USA
Fabtech
11 – 14 November 2019
Chicago, IL
www.fabtechexpo.com

www.interpack.com

Automotive Testing Expo
16 – 18 June 2020
Stuttgart
www.testing-expo.com

Automatica
16 – 19 June 2020
München
www.automatica-munich.com

Drupa
16 – 26 June 2020
Dusseldorf
www.drupa.com

Sensor+Test
23 – 25 June 2020
Nuremberg
www.sensor-test.de

SMM
08 – 11 September 2020
Hamburg
www.hamburg-messe.de/en/smm

AMB
15 – 19 September 2020
Stuttgart
www.messe-stuttgart.de/amb/en

WindEnergy Hamburg
22 – 25 September 2020
Hamburg
www.windenergyhamburg.com

Motek
05 – 08 October 2020
Stuttgart
www.motek-messe.de/en

EuroBlech
27 – 30 October 2020
Hanover
www.euroblech.de

Vision
10 – 12 November 2020
Stuttgart
www.messe-stuttgart.de/vision/en

SPS
24 – 26 November 2020
Nuremberg
https://sps.mesago.com/events/en.html

Austria
SMART Automation
12 – 14 May 2020
Vienna
www.smart-wien.at/en-gb

Finland
Sähkö Valo Tele AV
05 – 07 February 2020
Jyväskylä
www.sahkomessut.fi
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PacTec
11 – 12 March 2020
Helsinki
https://pfsptec.messukeskus.com

FinnBUILD
07 – 09 October 2020
Helsinki
https://finnbuild.messukeskus.com

France
SEPEM
28 – 30 January 2020
Rouen
http://rouen.sepem-industries.com

CFIA
10 – 12 March 2020
Rennes
https://cfiaexpo.com

Smart Industries
31 March – 03 April 2020
Paris
www.smart-industries.fr

ALL4PACK
23 – 26 November 2020
Paris
www.all4pack.fr

Great Britain

Norway

Africa

North America

EuroExpo
29 – 30 January 2020
Tromso

South Africa

USA

Electra Mining Africa
07 – 11 September 2020
Johannesburg

SLAS
25 – 29 January 2020
San Diego, CA

www.electramining.co.za

www.slas2020.org

www.euroexpo.no/industrimesser

ONS
31 August – 03 September 2020
Stavanger
www.ons.no

Sweden
Nordbygg
21 – 24 April 2020
Stockholm
www.nordbygg.se

Elmia Automation
12 – 15 May 2020
Jönköping
www.elmia.se

Scanautomatic
06 – 08 October 2020
Gothenburg
https://en.scanautomatic.se

Slovenia
IFAM
11 – 13 February 2020
Ljubljana

Drives and Controls

www.icm.si

21 – 23 April 2020
Birmingham

Spain

www.drives-expo.com

Advanced Factories

Italy

03 – 05 March 2020
Barcelona

A&T

www.advancedfactories.com

12 – 14 February 2020
Turin
www.aetevent.com

SPS Italia
26 – 28 May 2020
Parma
www.spsitalia.it

Netherlands
ISE
11 – 14 February 2020
Amsterdam
www.iseurope.org

BIEMH
25 – 29 May 2020
Bilbao
http://biemh.bilbaoexhibitioncentre.com

Turkey
WIN
12 – 15 March 2020
Istanbul
http://win-eurasia.com

Asia
China
SIAF
26 – 28 February 2020
Guangzhou
https://spsinchina.cn.messefrankfurt.com

SIMM
30 March – 02 April 2020
Shenzhen
www.simmtime.com

IAMD
13 – 15 May 2020
Beijing
www.iamdbeijing.com

AHTE
08 – 11 July 2020
Shanghai
www.shanghaiahte.com

ATX West
11 – 13 February 2020
Anaheim, CA
https://atxwest.designnews.com

Modex
09 – 12 March 2020
Atlanta, GA
www.modexshow.com

Seatrade Cruise Global
21 – 23 April 2020
Miami, FL
www.seatradecruiseglobal.com

Interphex
28 – 30 April 2020
New York City, NY
www.interphex.com

Offshore Technology Conference
04 – 07 May 2020
Houston, TX
www.otcnet.org

India
IMTEX Forming
23 – 28 January 2020
Bengaluru
www.imtex.in

Korea
Semicon Korea
05 – 07 February 2020
Seoul
www.semiconkorea.org

Automation World
04 – 06 March 2020
Seoul
http://automationworldkorea.com

United Arab Emirates
Middle East Electricity
03 – 05 March 2020
Dubai
www.middleeastelectricity.com
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InfoComm
16 – 19 June 2020
Las Vegas, NV
www.infocommshow.org

Hannover Messe USA
14 – 19 September 2020
Chicago, IL
https://hannovermesseusa.com

PACK EXPO
08 – 11 November 2020
Chicago, IL
www.packexpointernational.com

Fabtech
18 – 20 November 2020
Las Vegas, NV
www.fabtechexpo.com

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows

www.pc-control.net

